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A large body of research has depicted relative arousal of 

the left and right cerebral hemispheres as related to utili-

zation of particular defensive coping styles, level of anxiety, 

and perceptual styles. The right and left hemispheres are 

also presented in the literature as differing in visual-spatial 

and verbal-auditory short term memory abilities. 

The present research studied 127 right handed under-

graduates' relative performance on forward spatial and digits 

memory spans in relation to hemispheric lateralization and 

other perceptual and personality variables hypothesized in the 

literature to be related to hemispheric arousal. 

It was hypothesized that the forward spatial and digit 

memory spans would display asymmetrical sensitivity to 

hemispheric arousal. That is, in a series of successive 

factor analyses, a hemispheric balance factor, a trait anxiety 

factor, and a short term memory factor would emerge. The 

three factors were hypothesized to be unrelated to each other. 

During an initial group pretesting, subjects were given 

pencil and paper measures of handedness, trait anxiety, and 

several defensive coping styles. During a second individual 



testing, subjects were administered measures of short term 

memory, field independence, and a computerized presentation 

of geometric designs which measured the subjects ability to 

detect differences which occurred at either the global or 

analytic level (Navon task). 

The factor analyses revealed only the hypothesized trait 

anxiety factor. The hypothesized short term memory and 

hemispheric balance of arousal factors did not emerge. Instead, 

a. defensive coping style factor and separate verbal—auditory 

and visual-spatial short term memory factors emerged. 

Several methodological difficulties of the present study 

which possibly contributed to the failure of the two hypothe-

sized factors to emerge were discussed. Several additional 

findings, including sex differences in hemispheric lateraliza-

tion, were presented. Also, signal detection analysis 

revealed a pattern such that trait anxious subjects were 

biased toward over-reporting differences on the Navon task. 

Implications for further research were presented. 
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CHAPTER I 

HANDEDNESS, PERCEPTUAL AND SHORT TERM MEMORY 

ASYMMETRIES, AND PERSONALITY 

Research in cerebral lateralization typically focuses on 

the attribution of particular abilities to a specific hemis-

phere of the brain. Thus the left hemisphere is seen as 

either being the site of, or as having an advantage in (as 

opposed to the right hemisphere) processing of verbal (Bryden, 

1965; Kimura, 1967), analytical (Tyler & Tucker, 1982), and 

serial (Seamon, 1974) material. The right hemisphere is 

depicted as advantaged in nonverbal processing, for example, 

facial recognition (Moscovitch, Scullion, & Christie, 1976), 

visuo-spatial (Gazzaniga & LeDoux, 1978), global (Tyler & 

Tucker, 1982), and parallel (Seamon, 1974) processing. The 

cerebral hemispheres have also been depicted as differentially 

conducive to various aspects of personality (Tucker, 19 81; 

Gur & Gur, 1975). 

There is evidence that structural differences in the hemis-

pheres may be conducive to the presence of the hemispheres' 

particular abilities. Gur, Packer, Hungerbuhler, Reivich, 

Obrist, Amarnek, & Sackeim (1980) noted a higher relative 

concentration of white matter in the right hemisphere than in 

the left hemisphere. This suggests a greater right hemisphere 



neuronal interconnection of its areas which could be conducive 

to a global processing style. The fact that structural 

differences in the respective hemispheres can be noted as 

early as birth (Chi, Dooling, & Giles, 1972; Wada, Clark & 

Hamm, 1975) precludes cultural or environmental influence. 

The "dominant" (verbal) left hemisphere conceptualization 

of lateralization occurs particularly in right-handed subjects, 

and apparently is valid in 95 percent of right handers. Thus, 

when a single hemisphere is anesthetized by sodium amytal, 

speech is found to be produced in the left hemisphere 95 

times in 100 (Rasmussen & Milner, 1977). Persons who are 

less right-handed, that is, ambidextrous or left-handed, have 

a dominant left eye, or have familial sinistrality (a left-

handed parent), are typically less lateralized and less 

likely to demonstrate the typical hemispheric advantages in 

processing particular types of information (McGlone & Davidson, 

1973; Levy & Gur, 1980; Hines & Satz, 1971). 

Levy and Gur (1980) assert that degree of right-handedness 

is mainly related to a person's lateralization and is geneti-

cally determined. However, Levy and Gur point out that a 

culture's need for conformity, that is, reinforcement of 

right-handedness rather than left-handedness can have a small 

effect on handedness. Sexual differences in lateralization 

have also been determined (Witelson, 1976; Lake & Bryden, 1976; 

McGlone, 1978), with females being depicted as less lateralized 



than males. The actual differences in male-female laterali-

zation are often small. 

However, even with controls for handedness, sex differences, 

etc., right handers' actual performance on right or left 

hemisphere tasks still presents a great deal of individual 

variance. Subjects have been noted as displaying indications 

of reversed direction of lateral differences (Heller & Levy, 

1981), variances in magnitude of differences in the hemispheres' 

abilities (Shankweiler & Studdert-Kennedy, 1975), or a tendency 

to use a particular hemisphere, even if it is less suitable 

than the other hemisphere for a particular task (Levy & 

Trevarthen, 1976). Levy, Heller, Banich, and Burton (1983) 

point out that the individual variations in performance on 

lateralized tasks have often been ignored by experimenters 

(treated as exceptions). Also, if noted at all, researchers 

usually focus on variations in direction of asymmetry rather 

than magnitude, for example, Levy and Reid (1976). 

Levy et al. (1983) and Hellige and Wong (1983) have 

hypothesized that individual variances in hemispheric arousal 

may reliably predict subjects' performances on perceptual, 

attentional, and verbal-nonverbal tasks across a variety of 

situations. Thus any individual's balance of arousal 

(relative activation of left hemisphere versus right hemisphere) 

is "correct," rather than an index of how well the person fits 

into an arbitrary (albeit based on a large body of research) 

left dominant-right minor hemispheric categorization. Such a 



balance of arousal approach implies a continuum of relative 

hemispheric arousal. This continuum cuts across (although 

generally is consistent with) left brain-right brain ability 

distinctions. Balance of arousal may match the empirical 

data more closely than some traditional distinctions, such 

as a person's being "left dominant" or "right dominant" 

(Zenhausern, 1978) in processing styles. For example, many 

"right dominant" persons may actually be left dominant, but 

to a lesser degree than the general population. The focus 

of Levy et al.'s (1983) research is on the balance of arousal 

rather than on which hemisphere is "better" at a specific 

task. 

The historical precedent for this focus of study was in 

the early work of Marcel Kinsbourne (1974). Kinsbourne 

interpreted the asymmetries in dichotic listening and tachis-

toscopic studies as due to shifts in attention to the 

contralateral ear or visual field of an activated hemisphere. 

The nature of the task activated (or aroused) a particular 

hemisphere. For example, a verbal task will activate the 

left hemisphere, and thus a right ear or right visual field 

advantage will result for performing the task. Implicit in 

a conceptualization of a task activating a hemisphere is an 

inference of automaticity. Thus the nature of the task or 

stimulus is processed automatically by a particular hemisphere, 

This automatic processing (Hasher & Zacks, 1979) primes that 

hemisphere for further processing of the task or stimulus. 



Kinsbourne (1973) has demonstrated that in tasks which are 

performed equally well by either hemisphere (and therefore 

the tasks don't differentially arouse or "prime" either 

hemisphere), a left hemisphere advantage in processing 

material will emerge if the left hemisphere is primed (aroused) 

by a concurrent verbal task. Of course, on tasks which are 

strongly lateralized, the "correct" hemisphere will generally 

process its own type of information more efficiently than 

would the other hemisphere. However, even here, Morais and 

Landercy (1977) have shown some evidence of priming having 

overcome traditional asymmetries of performance. Thus when 

differing syllables were simultaneously presented to both 

ears (dichotic listening task), the usual right ear advantage 

in processing syllables disappeared when the right hemisphere 

was primed (aroused). Priming was accomplished by comparing 

melodies during the dichotic syllable task. 

Despite the attractiveness of a conceptualization of 

aroused hemisphere as most efficient, in many cases, empirical 

data have not always backed this viewpoint. Kinsbourne and 

Cook (1971) observed subjects performing a verbal (left 

hemisphere) task, while balancing a dowel in either the right 

or left hand. These subjects had balancing time reduced for 

the right hand and increased for the left hand, when balancing 

time was compared with times when no verbal task was performed. 

Kinsbourne's (1974) original theory would have predicted that 

right hand (left hemisphere) balancing should have had an 



advantage via the left hemisphere being primed and the left 

hand being interfered with via the verbal task. 

Although Kinsbourne and Hicks (1978) modified their 

theory to try to account for more data, Friedman and Poison 

(1981) have advanced a theory better able to account for 

most of the results. Their theory conceives of the hemis-

pheres as independent resource pools which are finite and 

mutually inaccessible. Each hemisphere has its own 

combination of resources which can perform any task 

(excepting some verbal tasks confined to the left hemisphere 

and particular contralateral motor tasks). The combination 

of resources available to a hemisphere may be more efficient 

for one hemisphere than another. 

When a task is introduced, Friedman and Poison state 

that both hemispheres are equally aroused. If a hemisphere's 

resources are sufficient with that amount of arousal, it will 

be able to perform the task. A hemisphere whose resources 

are insufficient to perform a task at one level of arousal 

may be able to perform the task if the hemisphere (and 

incidentally the other hemisphere) is further aroused, unless 

further task demands are introduced to the hemisphere. A 

dual task situation (as opposed to single task situation) 

introduces a situation of increased hemispheric arousal. 

Once a hemisphere's processing has taken place, the results 

of that processing can be available to the other hemisphere 

via callosal (across the corpus callosum) transfer. Friedman 



and Poison interpreted the previously noted results of 

Kinsbourne and Cook (1971) as indicating that the dual task 

situation increased both hemispheres' arousal equally. 

However, the verbal task being processed by the left hemis-

phere, combined with the finiteness of left hemisphere 

resources, ultimately interfered with right-handed dowel 

balancing. In addition, the increased arousal of the right 

hemisphere allowed access to more resources without the 

verbal task's interference, and thus increased left-handed 

lowel balancing. 

Friedman and Poison (1981) specifically reject the idea 

that the hemispheres can be differentially aroused. They 

propose that if a person consciously or unconsciously (for 

example, task demands) increases his arousal or attention 

level, the effect is to increment equally each hemisphere's 

arousal. Friedman and Poison do allow that different 

individuals may have varying amounts of resources in each 

hemisphere. 

Levy et al.'s (1983) balance of arousal approach 

supposes a habitual relative "priming" of the hemispheres, 

characteristic of an individual. This habitual relative 

priming is at least somewhat consistent or a factor across 

tasks, that is, irrespective of whether tasks are, for 

example, verbal or visual-spatial. Thus a particular 

hemisphere for a particular individual may have a tendency 



towards more efficient processing than does the alternate 

hemisphere, other things being equal. 

A balance of arousal conceptualization accepts Friedman 

and Poison's independent resource pool approach to hemispheric 

differences. However, while agreeing that dual tasks increase 

hemispheric arousal relative to single task levels, a balance 

of arousal view retains the concept of individual balances 

of hemispheric arousal which may or may not be equal. In 

addition, the relative balance of arousal will be fairly 

consistent across situations. However, with complex tasks 

(Levine et al., 1983), the nature of the task (similar to 

the dual task situation) may automatically elicit a different 

individualized balance of arousal, which utilizes both 

hemispheres. The appearance of this situation would be 

identical to Friedman and Poison's (1981) increased activation 

of both hemispheres. 

Several individual cases have been cited in the litera-

ture which are consistent with a relative balance of arousal 

approach and concomitantly are contrary to Friedman and 

Poison's conceptualization. Levy and Trevarthen (1976) 

studied split-brain patients, that is, subjects in which the 

corpus callosum has been severed. With the callosum severed, 

neither hemisphere can communicate with or have access to the 

other hemisphere's contents. Levy and Trevarthen simultan-

eously presented pictures tachistoscopically to both 

hemispheres of these subjects. Each picture differed from 
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the other. Subjects were given instructions that they would 

match what they had seen tachistoscopically with pictures 

subsequently presented in free vision, choosing from several 

available pictures. "Matching instructions" were of three 

types. Matching was by function (left hemisphere conceptuali-

zation) for some trials. Matching was by appearance (right 

hemisphere visualization) on other trials. Finally, there 

were ambiguous instructions, where subjects were instructed 

to "just match" (either hemisphere). Instructions were given 

prior to trials. 

Levy and Trevarthen's results indicated that with 

ambiguous instructions, the subject matched left visual field 

(right hemisphere) stimuli to free vision stimuli via appear-

ance and right visual field (left hemisphere) stimuli to 

free vision stimuli via function. Thus when on a trial 

either hemisphere spontaneously "took control" (determined 

by which tachistoscopic stimulus was seen to match), it 

tended to process with its particular style (right hemisphere-

appearance, left hemisphere-functional or conceptual). When 

instructions also determined what strategy to use, subjects 

tended to choose the correct hemisphere with which to view 

the tachistoscopic stimuli, and then made their matches. 

Levy and Trevarthen infer a "meta-control system" to account 

for instructional sets activating hemispheres. Regardless 

of the mechanism involved, selective arousal has taken place. 
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Visual inspection of Levy and Trevarthen's data revealed 

great individual variance in hemispheric activation while in 

hypothesized directions. 

Some important considerations can be made here. First, 

split-brain research may have on some level precluded Friedman 

and Poison's (1981) theory. Possibly, with callosal section, 

equal balance of hemispheric arousal may be precluded. 

However, Kinsbourne (1974) considers differences in bilateral 

presentation of stimuli as partially due to callosal inhibi-

tion or shunting of the non-activated hemisphere. Thus, 

there is an advantage in possessing an intact callosum in 

selective activation. Also, as Levy and Trevarthen (1976) 

point out, with callosal section, brain stem mechanisms 

would seem to account for the differential arousal. 

Supportive of a brain stem explanation of arousal 

mechanisms are various findings of lateralization of 

neurotransmitter arousal systems and individual differences 

in arousal system lateralization. Animal research has 

suggested that dopaminergic systems are lateralized, for 

example, nigrostriatal, mesolimbic (Glick, Weaver & Meibach, 

1980). With humans (psychiatric patients), evidence that 

dopaminergic arousal supports left hemisphere arousal was 

found. Dopamine metabolite level in these patients' 

cerebral spinal fluid is correlated with auditorily evoked 

potentials from the left hemisphere, but not from the right 
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hemisphere (Gottfries et al., 1974). Animal research 

indicates that serotonin is lateralized in mesolimbic and 

mesostriatal areas (Mandell & Knapp, 1979). With humans 

(psychiatric patients), level of a serotonin metabolite in 

cerebral spinal fluid was found to be correlated with audi-

torily evoked potentials from the right hemisphere, but 

not from the left hemisphere (Gottfries et al., 1974). Oke, 

Keller, Mefford, and Adams (1978) note higher norepinephrine 

levels on the right than on the left side of the thalamus in 

humans. 

Gott, Hughes, and Whipple (1984) describe a normal 

subject who was able to voluntarily control relative balance 

of arousal. This control was practiced over time by the 

subject. Thus it was effortful (Hasher & Zacks, 1979) rather 

than automatic. Task performance was found to be related to 

hemispheric arousal, which was indexed by EEG alpha asymmetry, 

Increased alpha production, in a cerebral hemisphere, indi-

cates decreases in that hemisphere's activation (Furst, 1976; 

Galin & Ornstein, 1972). Gott et al.'s (1984) subject also 

demonstrated a shorter latency of inter-hemispheric transmis-

sion from dominant hemisphere to non-dominant, compared with 

the opposite direction of transmission. The latter finding 

suggests callosally mediated inhibition or shunting of the 

less aroused hemisphere. Thus "meta-control" could involve 

both callosal and brain stem functions. However, a "meta-

control" description of Gott et al.'s subject's performance 
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need not require the inclusion of a "homunculus" directing the 

hemispheres* operation. Brain stem and callosal mechanisms 

are a sufficient description of "meta-control." 

The psychological literature often displays inconsistency 

in researchers' usage of the term arousal. Tyler and Tucker 

(19 82) noted that arousal has frequently been utilized to 

describe a diffuse unidimensional phenomenon in psychological 

research. Tyler and Tucker have utilized state anxiety to 

describe this unidimensional arousal. Hemispheric arousal 

referred to arousal demonstrated by a particular hemisphere. 

In contrast, Tucker and Williamson (1984) determined activation 

to be a left hemisphere mechanism, and described activation as 

a state of motor readiness. They considered arousal to be a 

right hemisphere mechanism, and described arousal as perceptual 

orienting. However, Tucker (19 81) interchangeably utilized the 

terms activation and arousal to describe arousal of either 

hemisphere, dependent upon lateralized neurochemical arousal 

systems. 

Other researchers utilize the term activation to describe 

either hemisphere's activity as demonstrated by lateral eye 

movements (LEMs), EEG results, or hemispheric blood flow 

(Gur & Gur, 1980; Sackeim et al., 1984). Levy et al. (1983) 

utilize the term hemispheric arousal but describe hemispheric 

arousal as reflected in asymmetries in hemispheric performance 

(behavioral description). Despite researchers' variation in 
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utilization of terms to describe hemispheric arousal, hemis-

pheric arousal appears to be sufficiently descriptive and 

specific for usage. There appears to be a basis for research 

of task performance as affected by individual differences in 

balance of hemispheric arousal. 

Trait Anxiety 

Tucker (19 81), and Tyler and Tucker (19 82) suggest that 

trait-anxious persons tend to respond to stress with left 

hemisphere arousal. Tucker and his associates hypothesize 

that this arousal is possibly due to the left lateralized 

dopaminergic system. Tucker, Antes, Stenslie, and Barnhardt 

(19 78) designated male and female right-handed subjects as 

high or low trait-anxious by a state/trait anxiety question-

naire (Spielberger, 1968). They found that highly trait-

anxious subjects made few LEMs to reflective questions. 

Considerable research (Bakan, 1969; Galin & Ornstein, 1972; 

Gur & Reivich, 1980; Kinsbourne, 1972) has suggested that 

leftward LEMs indicate right hemisphere arousal, whereas right 

LEMs indicate left hemisphere arousal. 

Tucker et al.'s (1978) trait-anxious subjects also had a 

right ear (left hemisphere) attentional bias in determining 

loudness of dichotically presented tones. The results were 

interpreted as reflecting left hemisphere activation and 

possible inhibition of right hemisphere activation in trait-

anxious subjects. Trait anxiety was found to be related to 
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impaired processing of information by the left versus right 

hemisphere in subjects on a tachistoscopic task. 

Tyler and Tucker (19 82) found low trait-anxious persons 

improved their performance on right hemisphere (non-verbal) 

tasks under situational stress. High trait-anxious subjects' 

performance on the tasks was hampered by situational stress. 

Low and high trait-anxious subjects' performance on left 

hemisphere tasks was unaffected by situational stress. Tyler 

and Tucker's low trait-anxious subjects performed a visual 

perception task (Navon, 1977) utilizing a more global than 

analytical style of processing. High trait-anxious subjects 

utilized a more analytical than global processing style. 

Tyler and Tucker (19 82) failed to find deleterious effects 

of hemispheric arousal for left hemisphere tasks. This failure 

was attributed to the stress manipulation (white noise) not 

introducing enough anxiety to affect the verbal tasks. Berlyne 

et al. (1966) noted that white noise produces decreased skin 

resistance and increased muscle tension, correlates of stress. 

Tyler and Tucker's (19 82) failure to find impaired performance 

on left hemisphere tasks due to hemispheric arousal, also was 

possibly due to anxiety affecting the right but not the left 

hemisphere. This would be contrary to Tucker's (19 81) 

hypothesis of trait anxiety relating to left hemisphere arousal. 

However, other research suggests that trait anxiety can be 

defined as "reported arousal which can be confounded by 

repression." Repression confounds not simply by occurrence, 
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although psychoanalytic theory (Freud, 1966) observes the 

lack of anxiety in the presence of successful repression. 

Instead, repression confounds due to its being a right 

hemisphere mechanism (Gur & Gur, 1975). The confounding may 

be differential to left hemisphere tasks in this case. 

One of Tyler and Tucker's (19 82) left hemisphere tasks 

was WAIS Forward Digits Span. Forward Digits Span was performed 

equally well by both low and high trait-anxious subjects; 

Forward Digits Span performance was unaffected by situational 

stress (white noise). However, Boor and Schill (1968) noted 

high anxious subjects showed an advantage over low anxious 

subjects in digit span, but the relationship was curvilinear. 

They noted that low anxious subjects performed more accurately 

than high anxious subjects did on WAIS Block Design (a task 

utilizing right hemisphere processes), similar to Tyler and 

Tucker's (1982) findings for right hemisphere tasks. However, 

Boor and Schill's (1968) results were based only on a trait 

anxiety measure (Taylor, 1953) . The results pointed out the 

peculiar interaction of repression, as measured by the Marlowe-

Crowne Scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960) , and anxiety; for 

example, see Weinberger et al. (1979). Thus Boor and Schill 

(1968) found the trait anxiety effect for the right hemisphere 

task (block design) only with repressors (high Marlowe-Crowne 

Scale scorers) removed. They noted anxiety effects on digit 

span, that is, a curvilinear relationship, with high anxious 

subjects having the highest mean with all subjects (repressors 
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not removed) combined. With removal of repressors from the 

sample, trait anxiety no longer predicted digit span scores. 

Weinberger et al. (1979) measured trait anxiety by 

Taylor's (1953) Manifest Anxiety Scale (MAS). Repression was 

measured by Crowne and Marlowe's (1960) Marlowe-Crowne Social 

Desirability Scale (MC-SDS). Persons scoring low on both trait 

anxiety and repression were lowest in physiological arousal, 

for example, heart rate. Weinberger et al. (1979) also found 

that persons high in trait anxiety but low in repression were 

intermediate in physiological arousal. Repressors (low MAS 

and high MC-SDS) were highest in measured physiological arousal. 

Such results point to caution in accepting a clear relation 

between self-reported trait anxiety and actual physiological 

arousal. The relationship of trait anxiety to hemispheric 

arousal remains unclear, although left hemisphere arousal and 

right hemisphere inhibition are possibilities. 

Defensive Coping Styles 

Repression has been described as an automatic and 

effortless memory loss, with undesirable ideas, impulses, 

and feelings assigned to the unconscious (Laughlin, 1979) . 

Possibly the most utilized trait measure in research concerning 

repression has been Byrne's (1961, 1964) Repression-

Sensitization Scale (R-S Scale). Repressors are persons 

typically utilizing such defenses as repression and denial 

when confronted with stress. Sensitizers (high scorers on 
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the R-S Scale) tend to utilize approach defenses such as 

intellectualization. 

A number of studies have found that repressors, in the 

face of ostensibly threatening stimuli, report low anxiety 

relative to sensitizers' reports (Byrne, 1964). For example, 

Byrne and Sheffield (1965), utilizing the R-S Scale, found 

repressors' self-ratings on anxiety were lower than sensitizers' 

ratings after reading vivid sexual (threatening) passages. 

Early perceptual defense studies (Bruner & Postman, 194 7) 

found that repressors had longer recognition thresholds than 

sensitizers for sexual and violent words presented tachisto-

scopically. Thus it seems likely that Byrne and Sheffield's 

(1965) repressors actually found the sexual passages to be 

threatening but repressed or denied the fact. 

Gur and Gur (1975) have depicted repression as a global 

type of defensive coping style; thus it should be representa-

tive of right hemisphere arousal. However, the few studies 

to utilize the R-S Scale and hemispheric arousal measures 

(LEMs) have failed to find increased right hemisphere arousal 

among repressors as opposed to sensitizers (Woods, 19 77; 

Meskin & Singer, 1974). 

Byrne's (1961) R-S Scale has been reported by Millimet 

and Cohen (19 73) to be correlated to the MC-SDS. Weinberger 

et al. (1979), as previously noted, have indicated that the 

MC-SDS measures repression. However, there are indicatations 

that the R-S Scale and MC-SDS do not measure the same dimension. 
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That the relation is complex is suggested by the findings of 

Altrocchi et al. (1968) that the R-S and MC-SDS scales are 

related only for males and not for females. In addition, the 

MC-SDS and R-S Scales have identified repressors which differ 

in their responses to anxiety scales (Kahn & Schill, 1971) 

and a measure of expressiveness (Lefcourt, 1969). 

Several researchers have reported that Byrne's (1961) 

R-S Scale is actually a measure of anxiety. Golin, Herron, 

Lakota, and Reineck (1967) report correlations of .87, £ < .01, 

and .86, p < .01, between the R-S Scale and Taylor's (1953) 

MAS for two samples. Sullivan and Roberts (1969) obtained 

significant correlations of the R-S Scale and MAS with common 

MMPI items removed (both scales are MMPI-derived). If the 

R-S Scale scores are confounded by anxiety effects, the failure 

to find right hemisphere arousal for repressors (Woods, 1977) 

is not surprising. 

Epstein and Fenz (1967) have revised the R-S Scale in a 

manner which specifically removed most of the items related to 

anxiety. With their revised R-S Scale, they found that 

repressors defended against anxiety at a perceptual level 

whereas sensitizers defended at a non-perceptual level of 

response. Thus repressors took longer to recognize taboo 

(threatening) words than did sensitizers (perceptual defense). 

Repressors also had a lower galvanic skin response (GSR) and 

lower gradient of GSR across the word dimension than did 
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sensitizers, during the task for all words. On a non-

perceptual word association task, sensitizers were less 

anxious; that is, they had a lower GSR gradient across the 

threatening word dimension and for all words. No hemispheric 

arousal studies with the Epstein and Fenz R-S Scale have been 

reported. 

Ramanaiah, Schill, and Leung (1977) found that the "true" 

and "false" items of the MC-SDS differed in their correlations 

with other measures. Ramanaiah et al. labeled true items as 

comprising an "attribution" subscale, and false items as 

comprising a "denial" subscale. Attribution subscale items 

(possibly a measure of repressive coping style) were not 

related to MMPI K scale scores, a measure of defensiveness. 

Attribution scores also had a low but significant negative 

correlation to R-S Scale scores (£ < .05). Denial subscale 

items were related to K scores (£ < .01) and highly and 

negatively related to R-S scores (£ < .01). A factor analysis 

revealed that the denial subscale loaded significantly on a 

factor defined by R-S Scale scores and K. The attribution 

subscale did not load on the factor. Ramanaiah and Martin 

(1980) replicated Ramanaiah et al.'s (1977) study and found 

the MC-SDS attribution subscale unrelated to R-S scores. 

However, when the attribution and denial subscales were 

balanced as to true and false items by rewording of MC-SDS 

test items, all differences in K and R-S correlations disap-

peared. Ramanaiah and Martin concluded that the two subscales 
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measured the same construct. However, it seems possible that 

the differences in wording of true and false items could 

result in true versus false items measuring two different 

constructs, that is, attribution (repression) and denial. 

Gleser and Ihilevich (1969) constructed a Defense 

Mechanism Inventory (DMI) measuring five defensive clusters: 

Turning Against Object, including such defensive coping 

styles as displacement; Projection; Principalization, for 

example, intellectualization; Turning Against Self, including 

masochism; and Reversal, for example, repression and denial. 

The instrument measures the likelihood of the subjects's 

utilizing the defensive clusters across various situations. 

Males and females in the college student standardization group 

were found to differ in choices of defense. Males scored 

higher on Turning Against Object and Projection and females 

higher on Turning Against Self. 

Evans (1979) found sex differences when comparing 

attribution and denial subscales and combined scores of the 

MC-SDS and the DMI. For females, the expected positive 

correlations between attribution, denial, and total MC-SDS 

scores and DMI Reversal scores were obtained. Much smaller 

positive correlations of MC-SDS scores were noted for Princi-

palization and Turning Against Self while MC-SDS scores were 

significantly negatively related to Turning Against Object 

and Projection scores. Similar (same direction) but often 

nonsignificant results were obtained for males, with the 
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exception of Turning Against Self scores being related to 

MC-SDS scores significantly but in the opposite direction 

from the correlations obtained for females. 

Gur and Gur (1975) investigated the relationship of 

individual hemispheric arousal (measured by LEMs to questions) 

and persons' typical choice of defensive coping style on the 

DMI. Subjects were right-handed male college students grouped 

by their typical LEMs into groups of left movers, bidirectional 

movers, and right movers. Left movers scored significantly 

higher on Reversal and significantly lower on Turning Against 

Object and Projection than the other LEM groups. Thus right 

hemisphere activation appears related to utilization of 

repression and denial and left hemisphere activation appears 

related to Projection and Turning Against Object. Hemispheric 

arousal differences were not noted on Principalization or 

Turning Against Self scores. 

Pierro and Goldberger (1982), noting Gur and Gur's (1975) 

finding that DMI Reversal scores were related to right hemis-

phere arousal (LEMs), explored the relation of denial to 

hemsipheric arousal. Denial is one of the specific defensive 

coping styles ostensibly included within the Reversal cluster, 

as well as a subscale on the MC-SDS. Pierro and Goldberger 

(19 82) assessed subjects' LEMs to questions. Subjects were 

right-handed male and female undergraduates. The Self Deception 

Questionnaire (Gur & Sackeim, 1979) was used as a measure of 

denial. Results indicated that left movers scored significantly 
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higher than right movers on denial. The strength of the 

relationship was equally strong for males and females. 

Several partial replications of Gur and Gur's (19 75) 

study were unable to replicate their finding that DMI subscales 

were related to hemispheric arousal (Barkoczi, Sera, & Komloski, 

1983; Shevrin, Smokier, & Wolf, 19 79; Thompson, Greenberg, & 

Fisher, 1979). These studies varied from Gur and Gur's (1975) 

study in several respects, such as subjects' sex and/or 

handedness. Sackeim, Weiman, and Grega (19 84) have noted that 

predictors of hemispheric specialization, for example, handed-

ness, contribute to individual differences in hemispheric 

activation. 

Measures of various defensive coping styles and hemis-

pheric arousal suggest that defensive coping styles such as 

projection and displacement are related to left hemisphere 

arousal. Coping styles such as repression and denial appear 

related to right hemisphere arousal. However, results are 

often unclear, conflicting, and affected by sex and handedness 

differences, as well as difficulties in measuring hemispheric 

arousal. 

Field Dependence 

A cognitive style measure related to hemispheric lateral-

ization is field dependence (Waber, 1977) . The Embedded 

Figures Test (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 19 71) and Rod 

and Frame Test (Oltman, 1968) are utilized to assess 

perceptual disembedding. Perceptual disembedding is the 
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recognizing of a form from an organized perceptual index. 

Persons who do well in disembedding are considered more 

differentiated (lateralized in hemispheric mechanisms), or 

field independent, rather than less differentiated or field 

dependent. Persons with impaired left hemispheres (aphasias) 

have been noted, in a study by Russ and Vignola (1967), to 

perform poorly on the Embedded Figures Test (EFT). Witkin, 

Goodenough, and Oltman (1979) attribute greater field indepen-

dence to greater lateralization. Research has supported 

Witkin et al.'s contention (Dawson, 1977); Pizzamiglio, 1974). 

It is furthermore stated by Witkin et al. (1979) that "the 

emphasis . . . is on degree of lateralization of different 

types of processing . . . not on the dominance of one hemis-

phere over the other as a generalized hemispheric tendency" 

(p. 1135). 

However, there are indications that hemispheric arousal 

is an additional factor, and that lateralization does not 

fully account for the physiological basis of field indepen-

dence. Ihilevich and Gleser (1971) found EFT scores 

differentiated between males' scores on DMI Turning Against 

Object, Turning Against Self, and Reversal. Field-

independents scored high on Turning Against Object, whereas 

field-dependent males scored higher on Reversal and Turning 

Against Self. Since the DMI has been related to hemispheric 

arousal (Gur & Gur, 1975) in males, so might field dependence. 

Utilizing the EFT, Ihilevich and Gleser (1971) found no 

relation of field dependence to DMI scores for females. 
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Sex differences are often noted for field dependence 

studies, with females often appearing more field dependent 

(Waber, 19 77). Waber further theorizes that since field 

independent persons are more lateralized, they should be 

" . . . individuals in whom the balance of activity strongly 

favors the left hemisphere (a factor probably mediated by 

the callosal structures) . . . " (p. 1084) as opposed to 

field-dependents who are probably less lateralized persons. 

Several researchers have substantiated the concept of 

field independent persons tending to have greater left 

hemisphere arousal than field dependent persons have. DeWitt 

and Averill (1976) found left LEMs related to field dependence. 

Results indicated less left hemisphere arousal in field-

dependent persons than in fieId-independent persons. Pierro 

and Goldberger (1982), with right—handed subjects, utilized 

the Rod and Frame Test (RFT) as the index of field dependence. 

They found greater percentages of left LEMs to questions, for 

field-dependents as opposed to field-independent subjects. 

However, the relationship of greater left hemisphere arousal 

for field-independents than for field-dependents was present 

for males but not for females. 

However, Shevrin, Smokier, and Wolf (19 79), and Meskin 

and Singer (19 74) have found LEMs (hemispheric arousal) to be 

unrelated to EFT or RFT scores. It is unclear why these 

results were obtained, although Meskin and Singer failed to 

note the handedness of their subjects. 
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Working Memory 

Baddeley and Hitch (1974) and Baddeley and Lieberman 

(1980) describe working short-term memory in terms of a "visual 

spatial scratch pad" and "articulatory loop." In addition, 

they conceptualize a "central executive." The first two 

components appear more perceptually related and passive rather 

than active whereas the central executive appears to be active. 

The central executive is conceptualized as involved in the 

efficient and coordinated use of the visual spatial scratch 

pad and articulatory loop. The visual spatial scratch pad and 

articulatory loop seem related to functions specific to the 

right and left hemispheres in lateralized persons. Field-

independent persons could be hypothesized to shunt information 

to the visual spatial scratch pad or articulatory loop, via 

callosal inhibition, more efficiently than field-dependent 

(less lateralized) persons are able to. This efficiency in 

shunting information would seem to mirror contral executive 

functioning. Working memory is an active component of infor-

mation processing, serving both processing and short term 

storage functions. 

Gardner et al. (1960) have construed field independence 

as being best described as a strength in selective attention. 

Case (1974) has proposed that working memory is the processing 

component most related to field independence. Robinson and 

Bennink (1978) divided student subjects into field-dependent 

and field-independent groups based on EFT scores. The two 
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groups did not differ in their performance on WAIS Forward 

Digits Span or Backward Digits Span scales. However, subjects 

were then given three or six digits to remember and subsequently 

asked to perform a verbal task. Following this, subjects 

were asked to produce the three or six digits in order. 

Field-independent subjects made significantly fewer errors 

than field-dependent subjects on the six-digit task, while 

no differences were noted on the three-digit task. The 

selective attention differences would appear to indicate 

central executive functioning. 

Goodenough and Karp (1961) conducted a factor analysis 

of Wechsler subtests and various field independence measures, 

including the EFT. They found that most field independence 

measures, including EFT, did not load on the memory factor 

defined most by digit span. 

Bennink (1982) utilized a semantic integration task to 

attempt to determine the place of differences in the working 

memory of field-independent and field-dependent subjects. 

Field independence-dependence was determined by EFT scores. 

Results indicated that the differences were not in working 

memory capacity but rather in the efficiency with which the 

limited working memory resources were utilized to meet task 

demands. Field—independent subjects appeared to encode 

sentences more efficiently than did field-dependent subjects, 

when task demands were high. With lower task demands, 

performance differences of the two groups disappeared. 
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Differences in "efficiency" of central executive functioning 

might also be considered to be a reflection of selective 

attention or of a "meta-control" system, such as hypothesized 

by Levy and Trevarthen (1976). 

Complex tasks typically require increased attention as 

opposed to simpler tasks which can be performed more auto-

matically. Dimond (1976) noted the particular role of the 

right hemisphere in attention and persevering at tasks. 

Subjects with complete and partial section of the corpus 

callosum were given a visual vigilance task which was directed 

to each hemisphere separately. Thus a light could flash in 

either visual field, and subjects would push a button with 

the hand contralateral to the visual field's hemisphere. 

Partial commissurotomy patients have some communication 

between hemispheres, whereas complete commissurotomy subjects' 

hemispheres are relatively autonomous. Results indicated 

that completely but not partially commissurotomised subjects 

had severely impaired attention over time (task took place 

over a 30 minute period). When completely commissurotomised 

subjects' performance was examined by hemisphere, it was 

noted that left hemisphere vigilance was specifically impaired 

rather than right hemisphere vigilance. Thus, the right 

hemisphere seems to have a specific role in overall arousal 

of the hemispheres and might be related to central executive 

functioning. Although the exact relationship of working 

memory to hemispheric arousal and lateralization is unclear, 
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it appears possible that the central executive (as opposed to 

absolute capacity) may relate to lateralization. 

Kennelly and Wilcox (1985), in a series of factor 

analyses, studied the interrelationships of verbal-nonverbal 

short term memory asymmetry, trait anxiety, repression, and 

handedness. Subjects' degree of handedness (all were right-

handed) was determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 

laterality quotient (Oldfield, 1971). The laterality quotient 

also provided a rough measure of hemispheric differentiation. 

Verbal and nonverbal tasks included WAIS Forward and Backward 

Digits Spans and Forward and Backward Spatial Spans adapted 

from Corsi (as described in Milner, 1971). In addition, 

trait anxiety (Spielberger, 1968) and repression (MC-SDS 

scores) were measured. The Navon (1977) design discrimination 

task was administered; the Navon task measures persons' 

ability to perceive global and analytic differences in 

geometric designs presented tachistoscopically. 

Kennelly and Wilcox (1985) found that a working short-

term memory factor emerged, on which Forward and Backward 

Digits and Spatial Spans loaded. None of the other variables 

loaded on the short-term memory factor. A balance of arousal 

factor was loaded on positively by Forward Spatial Span and 

negatively by Forward Digits Span. Forward Digits Span has 

been related to left hemisphere functioning, and Forward 

Spatial Span has been related to right hemisphere functioning 

(De Renzi, Faglioni, & Previdi, 1977; De Renzi & Nichelli, 
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1975). The additional positive loading of MC-SDS (repression 

is a right hemisphere mechanism) and the Edinburgh laterality 

quotient (greater differentiation may be related to release 

of right hemisphere inhibition) further marked the positive 

pole of the factor as reflecting right hemisphere functioning. 

The hemispheric balance of arousal factor was positively 

related to Navon global task perception. Utilization of a 

forward span quotient (LQFOR), derived from the Forward Digits 

and Spatial Spans, produced a very strong loading on the 

balance of arousal factor. The quotient reflected the 

asymmetry in short-term memory. 

A trait anxiety factor, with trait anxiety loading 

negatively and repression (MC-SDS) loading positively, was 

unrelated to the other factors and was not loaded on by the 

Edinburgh laterality quotient. Thus, results suggest that 

relative verbal as opposed to nonverbal short-term memory 

performance is sensitive to hemispheric balance of arousal 

and related to repressive tendencies and handedness, but not 

to trait anxiety. Kennelly and Wilcox also found that low 

trait-anxious subjects performed better than high trait-anxious 

subjects on the Navon global task. This finding was consistent 

with Tyler and Tucker's (1982) subjects' results on the Navon 

task. 

The literature reviewed has presented substantial evidence 

of the relationship of handedness to differentiation of the 

cerebral hemispheres. Persons who are strongly right-handed 
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are more lateralized in specific cerebral functions than are 

less right-handed persons (Levy & Gur, 1980). Various person-

ality and perceptual dimensions have been related to the 

processing or habitual arousal of a particular hemisphere. 

Repression, denial, field dependence, and global percep-

tual ability have been attributed to the right hemisphere 

(DeWitt & Averill, 1976; Gur & Gur, 1975; Pierro & Goldberger, 

1982; Tyler & Tucker, 1982). Turning Against Object, Projec-

tion, field independence, and analytical perceptual ability 

are represented as characteristic of left hemisphere arousal 

(DeWitt & Averill, 1976; Gur & Gur, 1975; Tyler & Tucker, 

1982). Expected relationships of left hemispheric arousal to 

sensitization have not been obtained (Woods, 1977). Results 

of studies to determine the relationship of trait anxiety to 

hemispheric arousal remain inconclusive (Kennelly & Wilcox, 

1985; Tyler & Tucker, 1982). 

Kennelly and Wilcox (19 85) present preliminary evidence 

that asymmetrical performance on verbal as opposed to nonverbal 

short-term memory measures is related to handedness, 

repression, global processing, and possibly hemispheric 

arousal, but not trait anxiety. Research indicated that 

hemispheric lateralization may affect the central executive 

but not the absolute capacity of working short-term memory 

(Robinson & Bennink, 19 78). A clearer conception of the role 

of verbal—nonverbal short-term memory asymmetries in 

handedness, perception, and personality requires further 

research. 
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The present research proposed to study asymmetry in 

subjects' performance on auditory and visual-spatial short-

term memory measures and the relation of that asymmetry to 

handedness, perceptual asymmetry, and personality. Possible 

relationships of asymmetrical short-term memory performance 

to hemispheric arousal were explored. The short-term memory 

measures were Forward Digits and Spatial Spans and Backward 

Digits and Spatial Spans. A forward span quotient (LQFOR), 

based on Forward Digits and Spatial Spans, provided a measure 

of individual differences in asymmetry of auditory and visual-

spatial short-term memory. 

The degree of handedness, measured by the Edinburgh 

Handedness Inventory laterality quotient, provided a measure 

of hemispheric lateralization. The perceptual and personality 

variables linked by prior research to right hemisphere 

functioning were field dependence, global perceptual ability, 

repression, and denial. 

Field dependence was indicated by performance on the 

Embedded Figures Test (EFT). Decreased number of figures 

correctly disembedded (EFTC) indicated increased field 

dependence. Global perception was measured on the Navon task 

(Navon global). Repression was indicated by low scores on 

the Repression-Sensitization Scale. The Marlowe-Crowne Social 

Desirability Scale (MC-SDS) and its attribution subscale (MC-

SDS attribution) provided additional measures of repression. 
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Denial was measured by the MC-SDS denial subscale (MC-SDS 

denial). The Defense Mechanism Inventory (DMI) Reversal 

Scale provided a combined measure of repression and denial. 

The perceptual and personality variables linked by prior 

research to left hemisphere functioning were field independence., 

analytic perceptual ability, sensitization, Turning Against 

Object, and Projection. The field independence measure was 

EFTC (high scores). The Navon analytic task (Navon analytic) 

measured analytic processing. Sensitization was measured by 

the Repression-Sensitization Scale (high scores). The DMI 

provided measures of Turning Against Object and Projection. 

Additional personality variables not related or incon-

sistently related to hemispheric arousal were trait anxiety, 

measured by the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait anxiety), 

DMI Principalization, and DMI Turning Against Self. While not 

a main focus of study, several variables related to hemispheric 

laterality, including sex, family sinistrality, and eye 

dominance, were noted for subjects. These additional variables 

were utilized to assist in interpreting results. 

The research was exploratory in emphasis as only prelim-

inary evidence was available as to the relationship of 

asymmetrical (verbal as opposed to nonverbal) short-term 

memory to handedness, perception, and personality. Hypotheses 

were worded to reflect the exploratory nature of the research. 

Hypotheses avoided over-specification of expected findings. 
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Such specification was unwarranted due to the present 

incomplete status of the literature in this area. 

Forward and Backward Digits and Spatial Spans, LQFOR, 

Edinburgh laterality quotient, MC-SDS, MC-SDS attribution, 

MC-SDS denial, Navon global, Navon analytic, EFTC, trait 

anxiety, repression-sensitization, DMI Reversal, DMI Turning 

Against Object, DMI Turning Against Self, DMI Principalization, 

and DMI Projection were variables utilized in a series of 

successive exploratory factor analyses. 

Three factors, among possible other factors, were 

hypothesized to emerge. The factors were hypothesized to be 

a hemispheric balance factor, a trait anxiety factor, and a 

short-term memory factor. These factors were hypothesized to 

be unrelated to each other. 

The hypothesized hemispheric balance factor was to be 

identified by marker variables Forward Digits and Spatial 

Spans, LQFOR, Edinburgh laterality quotient, Navon global, and 

MC-SDS. This factor was to have scores at one pole represen-

tative of right hemisphere arousal. Scores to the opposite 

pole were to indicate left hemisphere processing. Forward 

Spatial Span, LQFOR, Edinburgh laterality quotient, and 

perceptual and personality variables related to right 

hemispheric arousal; that is, DMI Reversal, MC-SDS, MC-SDS 

attribution, MC-SDS denial, and Navon global were to load 

toward the right hemisphere pole. Forward Digits Span and 

perceptual and personality variables related to the left 
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hemisphere, that is, DMI Projection, DMI Turning Against 

Object, EFTC, and Repression-Sensitization Scale were to load 

to the left hemisphere pole. 

The hypothesized trait anxiety factor was to be identi-

fied by the marker variables trait anxiety and MC-SDS. Navon 

analytic and Repression-Sensitization Scale were to load in 

the direction of trait anxiety on the factor (high anxiety 

pole). MC-SDS, MC-SDS denial, DMI Reversal, and Navon global 

were to load to the low anxiety pole. MC-SDS attribution and 

Edinburgh laterality quotient would not load on this factor. 

The hypothesized short term memory factor was to be 

identified by the marker variables Forward and Backward Digits 

and Spatial Spans. Edinburgh laterality quotient and person-

ality variables would not load on this factor. 
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CHAPTER II 

Method 

Subjects 

The subjects were 127 right-handed college undergraduates. 

Subjects were 60 males and 67 females. Ages ranged from 17 to 

42 years. An attempt was made to obtain approximately equal 

numbers of each sex. Although sex differences were not a 

particular focus of study, approximately equal numbers of males 

and females were sought to facilitate data analysis, in the 

event that sex differences emerged. All subjects had normal 

or corrected (wore eyeglasses or contact lenses during tasks) 

vision. 

Instruments 

The Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) was 

used to measure subjects' handedness, and to provide a rough 

measure of individual differences in hemispheric lateralization. 

The inventory consists of 12 items. Ten items are tasks 

requiring one or both hands to perform them. Two additional 

items sample eye and foot tasks. The subjects indicated their 

preference or strong preference for right or left hand, eye, 

or foot use in performing the tasks. The subject's preference 

was indicated on the inventory via one (preference) or two 

checks (strong preference). A laterality quotient was then 

obtained. 
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The Edinburgh laterality quotient provided a rough 

measure of lateralization via the following formula: 

Edinburgh laterality quotient = (number of "+"'s for right-

handed and footed and eyed tasks - number of "+"'s for left 

tasks)/(number of "+"'3 for right tasks + number of "+"' s 

for left tasks) * 100. 

Forward Digits Span measured information processing of 

the left hemisphere. Forward Digits Span is adapted from 

the WAIS Digit Span subtest. Subjects were presented with 

sequences of digits of increasing length (from two to nine 

digits). Two trials were administered for each sequence 

length. If the first trial of a sequence length was correctly 

completed, the subject proceeded to the next longer sequence. 

However, if the first trial was missed, a second trial was 

given. Trials were continued until both trials of a sequence 

were missed or a nine digit sequence was correctly repeated. 

Should both trials of a sequence be missed, a second trial of 

the previous sequence, or preceeding sequences if necessary, 

was administered, until both trials of a sequence had been 

successfully completed. if only one trial was given for a 

sequence (successfully completed on first attempt), two points 

were assigned. If both trials were successfully completed 

for a sequence length, two points were assigned. A single 

point was assigned if one trial, of two trials administered, 

was successfully completed for a sequence. No points were 
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given if both trials of a sequence were missed. Points were 

summed to yield a Forward Digits Span score for each subject. 

WAIS Forward Digits Span is a short-term memory measure 

(Cohen, 1957). De Renzi and Nichelli (1975) found left 

hemisphere damaged subjects, as opposed to controls or right 

hemisphere damaged subjects, were impaired on WAIS Forward 

Digits Span performance. Similar results are reported by 

Cremonini, De Renzi, and Faglioni (1980), Weinberg et al. 

(1972), and Warrington, Logue, and Pratt (1971). Warrington 

et al. specify the localization of auditory short-term memory 

to be the area of the supramarginal and angular gyri of the 

left hemisphere. Research failing to replicate these findings 

has excluded aphasics from the subjects (Costa, 1975) . 

Forward Spatial Span measured information processing of 

the right hemisphere. Forward Spatial Span was adapted from 

Corsi's Forward Spatial Span measure (as described in Milner, 

19 71). Materials were nine checkers glued in a random 

pattern to an unmarked board. The experimenter pointed in 

a particular sequence to the checkers. The sequence could be 

increased (from two to nine checkers), as in Forward Digits 

Span. The subject then pointed to the checkers in an effort 

to replicate the sequence. Two trials could be administered 

for each sequence length. Trials were presented and scored in 

the same fashion as for Foward Digits Span, until both trials 

of a sequence were missed or nine checkers were completed. 

Points were summed to yield a Forward Spatial Span score for 

each subject. 
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Kennelly and Wilcox (unpublished raw data) found that 

Forward Spatial Span performance was related to a tendency to 

use a global (right hemisphere) as opposed to analytical 

perceptual style. Corsi (as described in Milner, 1971) 

administered a Forward Spatial Span task to subjects. A 

subject's Forward Spatial Span performance was determined 

using a similar task, that is blocks instead of checkers. 

Corsi then carried out additional trials with sequences one 

block in excess of the span. Some sequences were periodically 

repeated. Normal and left hemisphere damaged subjects improved 

recall of recurring sequences with practice. Subjects with 

right hemisphere (radical hippocampal) damage were impaired 

on cummulative learning of recurring sequences, although 

unaffected on Forward Spatial Span. 

Backward Digits Span provided a rough measure of working 

memory. Backward Digits Span was adapted from the WAIS digit 

span subtest. Subjects were presented with sequences of 

digits of increasing length (from two to eight digits) which 

they repeated backwards. Administration and scoring was 

otherwise identical to that for Forward Digits Span. A 

Backward Digits Span score was obtained for each subject. 

Levine, Bertran, and Brisbois (1983) utilized brain-

damaged subjects in studying Backward Digits Span. Results 

indicated that Backward Digits Span was a complex task which 

probably required both hemispheres' abilities for best 
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performance. Kennelly and Wilcox (1985) found Backward Digits 

Span to load on a factor identifiable as short-term memory. 

Backward Spatial Span provided a rough measure of working 

memory. Backward Spatial Span was adapted from Corsi's task 

(as described in Milner, 1971) in the same manner as the 

aforementioned Forward Spatial Span. Materials were the same 

as used in Forward Spatial Span. The experimenter pointed in 

a particular sequence to the checkers. The sequence could be 

increased from two to eight checkers. The subject then 

pointed to the checkers in exact reverse sequence (backwards). 

Administration and scoring was otherwise identical to that 

for Forward Digits Span. A Backward Spatial Span score was 

obtained for each subject. Kennelly and Wilcox (1985) found 

Backward Spatial Span to load on a factor identifiable as 

short term memory. 

Trait and state anxiety was measured by the State-Trait 

Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 19 68). The inventory consists 

of 20 state anxiety items and 20 trait anxiety items. Items 

are answered "almost never," "sometimes," "often," or "almost 

always," and scored from one to four points. State item 

points were summed to provide a state anxiety score. The 

state anxiety score was considered to be a measure of situa-

tional arousal. High scores indicate high state anxiety or 

arousal. Trait anxiety points provided a trait anxiety 

score. The trait anxiety score was utilized as a measure of 

an individual's characteristic emotional orientation and 
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arousal (Tyler & Tucker, 1982). High scores indicate a high 

trait anxiety. 

The Repression-Sensitization Scale, modified by Fenz and 

Epstein (1967), was utilized to measure the repression-

sensitization personality continuum. This scale consists of 

66 true-false items. Some items are from the MMPI, with the 

remainder being specially constructed items. Thirty items 

are scored while the rest are filler items from the MMPI. 

High scores indicate sensitization and low scores indicate 

repression. Although extensive norms have not been collected 

for the scale, there is evidence of construct validity 

(Epstein & Fenz, 1967; Shipley, Butt, & Horwitz, 1979; Stein, 

1971) . 

The Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (MC-SDS), 

devised by Crowne and Marlowe (1960), was used as a combined 

measure of repression. The MC-SDS consists of 33 true-false 

items. High scores indicate social desirability (interpreted 

here as repression). Crowne and Marlowe provide evidence of 

reliability and construct validity for the MC-SDS. Weinberger 

et al. (1979) offer construct validity for the MC-SDS as a 

measure of repression. Ramanaiah, Schill, and Leung (1977) 

and Ramanaiah and Martin (1980) describe and provide evidence 

of construct validity for attribution and denial subscales 

for the MC-SDS. The MC-SDS attribution subscale, comprised 

of the 18 "true" keyed items, was used in the present study 

to measure "pure repression." The MC-SDS denial subscale 
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provided a measure of denial. The 15 "false" keyed MC-SDS 

items comprised the denial subscale. 

The Defense Mechanism Inventory (DMI), originated by 

Glesser and Ihilevich (1969) , provided measures of the defen-

sive coping styles: Turning Against Object, Principalization 

(Intellectualization), Projection, Reversal, and Turning 

Against Self. The DMI consists of 10 brief stories containing 

various conflict situations. Following the 10 stories are 

four questions by which the subject can indicate what his 

actual, fantasized, affective, and thought responses would 

be. A forced—choice format is used in which each of the five 

alternatives to each question corresponds to one of the five 

defense categories. The subjects indicated their most likely 

responses with a "plus" and least likely response with a 

"minus." The three remaining alternatives were left blank on 

the scoring sheet. Scores were summed across actual behavior, 

fantasy, thought, and affect, and across all 10 stories. The 

scores represented the subject's relative self-reported 

tendency to utilize the various defensive coping styles. 

Field dependence was measured by the Embedded Figures 

Test (EFT) of Witkin et al. (1»71). Tne EFT consists of 12 

complex figures. Each complex figure contains several 

geometric figures. Each complex figure has an accompanying 

simple form, consisting of a single geometric figure. On 

each of the 12 trials, the subjects were shown the complex 

form for 15 seconds and asked to describe it. Tne complex 
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torm was then covered (obscured) by the simple form for 10 

seconds. Finally, the simple form was removed from sight and 

the subject traced the simple form on the complex form if the 

subject could find it. On each trial, subjects were timed 

from the second presentation of the complex form until a 

correct tracing was made. Subjects had up to three minutes 

per trial to find the simple form on the complex figure. 

A subject could refer to the simple form as often as he/she 

requested, with the timing stopped. The complex figure and 

simple form were never seen simultaneously. Scoring was by 

number of figures correctly disembedded. Greater numbers of 

figures correctly disembedded indicated field independence. 

Scoring was also by total average solution time per item, with 

high scores indicative of field dependence. Witkin et al. 

(19 71) provided extensive reliability and validity evidence 

for the EFT. 

Subjects' ability to perceive global designs as opposed 

to analytic (local) designs was assessed by Navon's (1977) 

task presented via a computer-operated cathode ray tube 

display. Presentation differed somewhat from that described 

in Tyler and Tucker (1982). The present study seated subjects 

15 feet from a nine inch diagonal cathode ray tube. The 

subject-to-screen distance was necessary for moderate task 

difficulty. The Navon (1977) design discrimination task 

consists of geometrical designs presented tachistoscopically 

rather than the cathode ray tube presentation in the present 
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stuay. The designs can be perceived as different shapes 

depending on whether the local features or the global outlines 

are perceived. The designs are made of nine squares grouped 

in three clusters of three squared each. Each cluster of 

three squares forms the vertex of an imaginary isosceles 

triangle. The three squares of cluster form a smaller 

triangle. A triangle can point up, down, right, or left. 

Within a single design, each of the three smaller clusters 

is oriented in the same direction. The large triangle formed 

by the three clusters denotes the global configuration. The 

three small clusters denote the local or analytic orientation. 

Different combinations within a design or global and analytic 

orientation are possible. 

In the present study, 12 different designs were used. 

The global configuration subtended a visual angle of less 

than one degree. The analytic configuration also subtended 

a visual angle of less than one degree. 

There were four blocks of 16 experimental trials. In a 

trial, the target stimulus (design) was presented briefly, 

preceded and followed by a mask of 200 msec duration. 

Following the second presentation of the mask, a probe 

stimulus was presented. Target and probe stimulus duration 

was determined during a pretesting. 

The mask consisted of a blank white screen and disrupted 

the retinal after-image of the target stimulus. The subject 

then said "same" or "different," depending on whether the 
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target and probe stimulus were perceived as identical or 

different. The probe and target stimulus were the same on 

50 percent of the trials, differed on the analytic dimension 

25 percent of the time, and differed globally 25 percent of 

the time. Differing designs differed on only one dimension, 

that is globally or analytically, on a trial. 

Each correct response of "different" on designs differing 

on the global dimension received one point. Points were 

totaled to produce a global score for a subject. Correct 

"different" responses on designs differing analytically 

received one point, with the points summed to produce an 

analytic score for the subject. 

The target and probe stimulus had to be presented at a 

duration long enough to allow perception at one dimension or 

the other, that is global or analytic. In addition, the 

target stimulus duration had to be too short for perception 

on both dimensions on a trial. Therefore, subjects were 

pretested on the Navon task at different target stimulus 

durations. The critical stimulus duration was that duration 

at which a subject made a correct discrimination 70 to 80 

percent of the time. This critical duration, varying for 

individuals, was utilized for the target and probe stimulus 

presentations during experimental trials. Tyler and Tucker 

(19 82) provide evidence of construct validity. 
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Procedure 

The experimenter was a male. Subjects were group 

pretested. Subjects were told that results would not be 

attributed to them and that there were no right or wrong 

answers to the questionnaires. Each subject's test materials 

was given an identifying number rather than subjects putting 

their name on materials. Although no time limit was set, 

usual time of group testing was approximately one to one and 

one-half hours. Group administered measures included the 

Edinburgh Inventory, Trait Anxiety Inventory, Repression-

Sensitization Scale, MC-SDS, and DMI, administered in that 

order. Subjects then scheduled a later individual testing 

session within the next two to three weeks. 

At the beginning of the individual session, the procedures 

were explained to the subject. Subjects were then given two 

tasks to determine eye dominance. They were asked to observe 

two distant objects through a rolled paper tube. The eye 

spontaneously used was noted. If the same eye was used twice 

on this "eye tube" task, that eye was designated dominant. 

Subjects also were administered an alignment test of eye 

dominance similar to the Porta-Rosenbach Test (as described 

in Gronwall & Sampson, 19 71). in the present study, subjects 

extended both hands, at arms length, in front of them with 

both first fingers raised and aligned. The furthest finger 

remained extended and raised. While the subject kept both 

eyes open, he slowly brought the nearer finger towards 
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himself/herself, keeping both fingers aligned. When the 

nearer finger was approximately three inches from the face, 

the examiner would cover first one eye and then the other eye 

of the subject. If the same covered eye, on two trials of 

the alignment test, evidenced the greater apparent movement 

of the nearer finger, it was considered the dominant eye on 

the "eye dominance" task. Otherwise, the subject was 

considered to possess mixed eye dominance. Then pretesting 

to set the exposure duration for the Navon (1977) task was 

completed, utilizing a Commodore 64 computer and a nine-inch 

diagonal cathode ray tube screen display. 

After Navon pretesting, the subject was given the 

following instructions: 

Now we will do some visual and auditory perception tasks. 

These tasks will be performed while a tape recording of 

white noise plays. Research has indicated that white 

noise makes persons feel temporarily anxious but isn't 

harmful. You will be anxious throughout the tasks, and 

you will be quite uptight. However, you should work 

hard and do your very best because this is very 

important. 

Subjects were asked if they chose to take part in this 

second half of the research and were told they would receive 

credit for participation regardless of their choice. Time of 

individual testing was approximately one hour. During all 

individual testing, white noise was presented at 75dB (SPL). 
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The white noise was continuous except during task instructions. 

Berlyne et al. (1966) noted that white noise produces decreased 

skin resistance and increased muscle tension—correlates of 

general arousal. 

The subject was then presented EFT, Forward Digits Span, 

Forward Spatial Span, State Anxiety Inventory, Backward 

Spatial Span, Backward Digits Span, and 64 trials of the 

Navon task, administered in that order. Task order was not 

counterbalanced. However, the alternation of nonverbal and 

verbal tasks aided in avoiding significant confounding of 

order effects with the effects of practice on the efficiency 

of left as opposed to right hemisphere performance. Subjects 

were then debriefed as to experimenter responsibility and 

confidentiality and received experimental credit for partici-

pation. Subjects were told that a brief general description 

of results (Appendix A) would be mailed to any subject who 

requested it. It was emphasized that the mailing would 

describe some general findings rather than any individual's 

results. 

Statistical Analyses 

To provide data in meaningful form and amenable to 

statistical analysis, a forward span quotient (LQFOR) was 

constructed. LQFOR provided a measure of relative efficiency 

in short-term memory processing on auditory and spatial tasks. 

LQFOR provided a measure from which hemispheric balance of 

arousal might be inferred. LQFOR = (Forward Spatial Span -
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Forward Digits Span)/ (Forward Spatial Span + Forward Digits 

Span) * 100. 

Factor analyses via principal axis factoring (Harman, 

19 67) and varimax and oblique rotations were performed for 

all measures, in variable groupings designed to reveal the 

hypothesized relationships. Principal axis factoring was 

utilized due to the exploratory nature of the research (as 

opposed to confirmatory nature). Rotations were utilized to 

provide results in a more readily interpretable form than if 

factors were not rotated. Oblique rotations provided an 

indication of the relationships between the factors. 
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CHAPTER III 

Results 

Successive principal axis factoring and rotation of 

variables yielded five mutually independent and often recurring 

factors. The five factors were tentatively identified as trait 

anxiety, defensive coping style, visual-spatial short-term 

memory (STM), verbal-auditory STM, and relative (visual-

spatial as opposed to verbal-auditory) STM. However, of these 

five factors, only the trait anxiety factor emerged consis-

tently in the expected fashion. The hemispheric balance 

factor did not emerge, its identifying variables loading on 

separate visual-spatial STM, verbal-auditory STM, relative STM, 

and defensive coping style factors. 

When the STM measures and personality measures were 

utilized in a series of factor analyses, four factors typi-

cally emerged as depicted in Table 1. Additional analyses 

with the STM measures and additional DMI subscales are 

presented in Appendix B, Tables 10 and 11. 

A defensive coping style factor emerged, with MC-SDS 

attribution and denial as marker variables loading negatively. 

DMI Principalization, DMI Reversal loaded negatively, and 

DMI Projection, DMI Turning Against Object, sensitization, 

an<^ trait anxiety loaded positively. Underlined factor 

loadings are considered to designate variables loading to a 
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Table 1 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Turning Against Object, STM Tasks 

Variable Factor la 

Defensive 
Coping Style 

Factor 2 
Trait 
Anxiety 

Factor 3C 

Verbal-
Auditory 

STM 

Factor 4 
Visual-
Spatial 

STM 

Forward Digits .013 -.058 .865 .052 

Forward Spatial .048 -.083 .180 .591 

Backward Digits .192 -.004 .625 .202 

Backward Spatial .071 .026 .109 .771 

Trait Anxiety .356 .808 -.013 -.014 

Edinburgh Laterality 
Quotient .015 .097 -.046 .124 

Repression-
Sensitization .306 .665 .177 -.098 

Marlowe-Crowne 
Attribution -.782 -.009 -.053 -.162 

Marlowe-Crowne Denial -.660 -.256 -.140 .056 

State Anxiety -.044 .464 -.103 -.034 

DMI Turning Against 
Object .603 .120 .013 .095 

Embedded Figures Test' 
Correct .132 -.122 .044 .405 

Eigenvalue = 2.79, accounted for 23.3% of 

Eigenvalue = 2.13, accounted for 17.7% of 

Eigenvalue = 1.32, accounted for 11.0% of 

cl 

Eigenvalue = 1.23, accounted for 10.2% of 

N = 127. 

common variance, 

common variance, 

common variance, 

common variance. 
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meaningful degree, that is, significant loadings of .30 or 

greater, on factors in this and subsequent factor analyses. 

A trait anxiety factor emerged with a marker variable of 

trait anxiety loading from .70 to .83. Repression-sensitiza-

tion also loaded positively on the factor. MC-SDS and MC-SDS 

denial also typically loaded to the low anxiety pole. MC-SDS 

attribution and Edinburgh laterality quotient did not load on 

the factor. DMI Reversal did not load on the factor. 

A visual—spatial STM factor was marked by Forward Spatial 

Span and Backward Spatial Span, with EFTC (number of embedded 

figures correctly disembedded) loading positively at a signifi-

cant level. The verbal-auditory STM factor was marked by 

Forward Digits Span and Backward Digits Span. A hemispheric 

balance factor did not emerge in the factor analysis, 

utilizing the STM measures. Edinburgh laterality quotient 

did not load on any of the factors in this analysis or the 

ensuing ones. Appendix B, table 12 contains the means, 

standard deviations, high values, and low values of variables 

for this total sample group. 

When factor analyses utilized LQFOR as a hypothetical 

measure of relative spatial—auditory STM (assumed to reflect 

hemispheric balance of arousal and various personality and 

cognitive variables, a factor structure emerged which was 

similar to that obtained in the previous STM factorings. 

This factor structure, including DMI Reversal is depicted in 

Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Reversal and LQFOR 

Variable 

Factor la 

Defensive 
Coping Style 

Factor 2^ 
Trait 
Anxiety 

Factor 3° 
Relative 

STM 

LQFOR .085 -.016 .646 

Trait Anxiety -.298 .856 .090 

Edinburgh LQ -.104 .072 .156 

R-S -.284 .675 -.229 

MC-SDS Attribution .828 -.022 -.049 

MC-SDS Denial .617 -.290 .153 

State Anxiety .029 .444 .080 

DMI Reversal .627 -.242 -.190 

EFTC -.238 -.163 .226 

Note. Variables whose loadings are considered meaningful and 

are significant are underlined. Edinburgh LQ = Edinburgh 

Laterality Quotient. R-S = Repression-Sensitization. 

aEigenvalue = 2.78, accounted for 30.9% of common variance. 

^Eigenvalue = 1.43, accounted for 15.9% of common variance. 

cEigenvalue = 1.20, accounted for 13.3% of common variance. 

N = 12 7. 
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The defensive coping style and trait anxiety factors were 

as previously described. A third factor tentatively labeled 

as relative STM emerged. This relative STM factor was marked 

only by LQFOR. Tables 13 and 14 in Appendix B present 

additional illustrations of this factor structure with other 

DMI subscales. 

To determine if personality and STM variables might be 

reflecting sex differences in cerebral lateralization, correla-

tional studies of lateralization measures were conducted. 

Results for the total sample (N = 127) indicated that females 

(see Table 3), who demonstrated relatively greater LQFOR 

(spatial STM as opposed to auditory STM), tended to perform 

significantly better on EFT (shorter times) and EFTC (more 

correct items) than females with smaller LQFOR. Improved 

Embedded Figures Test performance (EFTC) was significantly 

negatively related to the left eye dominance (low eye domin-

ance scores indicate right eye dominance). 

For males in the total sample group, a different 

lateralization pattern emerged (see Table 3). Edinburgh 

laterality quotient (greater right handedness) was related 

significantly, and negatively, to left eye dominance. 

Non-significant tendencies were present for greater LQFOR to 

indicate right-handedness and right eye dominance in males. 

Factor analyses of the Navon globally and analytically 

different measures and the personality and cognitive variables 

were available for only 87 of the 127 subject total sample, 
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owing to a limitation of the present study's Navon task 

procedure having to do with the presentation of the figures 

on the cathode ray tube. The Navon task criterion (70-80% 

correct) was not met by 40 subjects. These subjects found 

the Navon task to be too easy; that is, they performed the 

task correctly on more than 80 percent of the trials at the 

briefest presentation times possible. The exceeding of the 

task criterion occurred despite the test trials being 

presented to these 40 subjects at the briefest, and most 

difficult, duration of the computerized cathode ray tube. 

A series of statistical examinations of the "criterion 

Navon group" (N = 87) and "non-criterion Navon group" (N = 40) 

were conducted to determine how the two groups differed. The 

two Navon groups did not differ in their proportions of males 

and females, x2 (1, N = 127) = .473, £ n.s.). A t test 

comparison of the criterion and non-criterion Navon groups 

was performed for each of the variables utilized in the study. 

The t tests indicated that the criterion Navon group was 

significantly more field dependent (greater EFT score, lower 

EFTC score) than the non-criterion group (see Table 4). The 

criterion Navon group correctly identified the Navon figures 

significantly slower tachistoscopic speeds (greater Navon 

duration) than the non-criterion Navon group. The non-criterion 

group correctly identified significantly more Navon "same," 

globally different, and analytically different items than the 

criterion group did. The two groups (criterion and non—criterion) 
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Table 4 

Variable Scores for Criterion Navon Task Group (N = 87) 
and Non Criterion Navon Task Group (N = 40)~~ 

Criterion 
Navon Task 

Group 

Non-Criterion 
Navon Task 

Group 

Variable Mean SD Mean SD t 

Edinburgh Laterality 
Quotient 76.57 17.66 78.27 15.18 •.53 

Age 21.99 4.66 21.79 5.64 .20 

Trait Anxiety 39.75 8.84 41.15 10.02 .80 

Repression-
sensitization 15.07 3.89 15.65 3.13 .83 

Social Desirability 13.31 5.74 13.23 5.03 .08 

Marlowe-Crowne 
Attribution 8.33 3.31 8.35 3.11 .03 

Marlowe-Crowne Denial 4.98 3.22 4.87 2.72 .17 

Turning Against 
Object 39.26 8.71 41.65 8.96 -1 .42 

Projection 39.26 5.94 38.80 5.64 .42 

Principalization 45.75 7.16 44.55 5.46 .94 

Turning Against Self 37.33 7.82 36.75 6.75 .41 

Reversal 38.43 7.73 38.05 7.58 .26 

Caffeine 1.63 2.41 1.97 2.67 - .54 

Navon Duration 31.03 17.32 14.25 11.30 5 .60** 

Embedded Figures 
Test 666.60 350.11 463.12 223.54 3 .37** 

Digits Forward 11.48 2.45 11.42 2.52 .12 

Spatial Forward 8.40 1.68 8.97 1.54 -1 .83 

State Anxiety 43.95 10.64 44.21 11.11 .12 
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Criterion 
Navon Task 
Group 

Non-Criterion 
Navon Task 
Group 

Variable Mean SD Mean SD t 

Digits Backward 7,28' 2 .34 7.60 2 .39 - .72 

Spatial Backward 8.07 1 .44 8.45 1 .60 -1 .34 

Analytically Different 10.10 2 .64 12.57 2 .68 -4 .88** 

Globally Different 13.41 1 .95 14.75 1 .43 -3 . 88** 

Same 25.32 3 .80 29.30 2 .72 -5 .95** 

Hours Since Caffeine 5.61 3 .72 4.60 3 .72 1 .42 

Embedded Figures 
Test-Correct 10.36 1 .86 -11.22 1 .05 -2 .75** 

Analytic d' 1.29 .437 2.58 .847 -11 .33** 

Beta Analytical 1.67 1 .14 3.73 4 .31 -4 .17** 

Global d' 2.04 .619 3.24 .690 -9 .81** 

Beta Global 1.09 .891 -2.45 3 .59 -3 .31** 

Forward Laterality 
Quotient 

•15.05 12 .85 -11.25 14 .18 -1 .50 

Backward Laterality 6.61 16 .40 6.59 17 .41 .01 
Quotient 

*p < .05f **£ < .01 two-tailed test. 

do not appear to be entirely comparable in composition. 

Differences between the two groups tend to center on EFT scores, 

Caution should be exercised in extending the results of 

the criterion Navon group to the non-criterion group or other 

less field-dependent samples. Appendix B, Table 15 presents 

means, standard deviations, low values, and high values of 
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variables for the criterion Navon group. Appendix B, Table 

16 presents means, standard deviations, high values, and low 

values of variables, for the non-criterion Navon group. 

Factor analyses of the Navon globally and analytically 

different measures and the personality and cognitive measures 

were conducted for the criterion Navon group. Three factors 

emerged and are depicted in Table 5. A trait anxiety factor 

marked by positive loadings of trait anxiety and repression-

sensitization emerged. Navon globally different scores also 

loaded positively on the factor. Marlowe-Crowne denial 

loaded on the factor negatively. Navon analytically different 

did not load on the factor. The defensive coping style factor 

marked by positive loadings of Marlowe-Crowne attribution and 

denial emerged. DMI Projection loaded negatively on the 

defensive coping style factor. The relative STM factor emerged, 

marked by positive loadings of LQFOR and Marlowe-Crowne Denial 

and a negative loading of repression-sensitization. Neither 

Navon different task loaded on the relative STM factor. 

Tables 17 and 18 in Appendix B contain the factor structures 

for the Navon tasks, utilizing DMI Turning Against Object and 

Reversal. 

In light of the inconsistent loadings on the relative STM 

factor and in order to understand the Navon task, additional 

data analyses were performed. Due to the finding of sex 

differences in the total sample, the factor analyses of 

Tables 1 and 2 were replicated (results not included), utilizing 



Table 5 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Projection, Navon Analytically 
Different and Navon Globally Different Tasks 

59 

Variable 

Factor la Factor 2 
Trait Defensive 
Anxiety Coping Style 

Factor 3C 

Relative 
STM 

Trait Anxiety .838 -.060 -.182 

Analytically Different .095 -.059 -.020 

Globally Different .409 -.065 .025 

MC-SDS Attribution -.237 . 719 .192 

MC-SDS Denial -.484 .475 .452 

R-S .682 -.035 -.373 

DMI Projection .274 -.442 .248 

EFTC -.101 -.237 .147 

LQFOR -.089 -.044 .553 

Note. Variables whose loadings are considered meaningful and 

are significant are underlined. R-S = Repression-Sensitization. 
£ 

Eigenvalue = 2.76, accounted for 30.7% of common variance. 

^Eigenvalue = 1.36, accounted for 15.1% of common variance. 

cEigenvalue = 1.11, accounted for 12.4% of common variance. 

N = 87. 
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sex as an additional variable. However, the factor structure 

was not changed from that found in Tables 1 and 2, when sex 

was included as a variable. 

Statistical analyses indicated that the criterion group 

as opposed to non-criterion group differences in EFT perfor-

mance (previously depicted in Table 4) were specific to 

females but not males. Females' EFT scores for the criterion 

group (M = 758.75) were significantly higher than EFT scores 

for the non-criterion group females (M = 471.32), t(65) = 

3.66, £ < .01. Criterion group females' EFTC scores (M = 

10.05) were significantly lower than females' scores for the 

non-criterion group (M = 11.16), t(65) = -2.44, £ < .05. Males 

did not differ significantly on these variables. Other sex 

differences were then explored. Appendix B, Table 19 presents 

means, standard deviations, high values, and low values of 

variables for females in the criterion group. Appendix B, 

Table 2 0 presents the same statistics for females in the 

non-criterion group. Tables 21 and 22 in Appendix B present 

these statistics for males, in the criterion and non-criterion 

groups respectively. 

When t tests of all variables were conducted for males 

compared with females in the Navon criterion group, few sex 

differences emerged. Females presented significantly fewer 

reports of family sinistrality (M = 1.82) than did males 

(M = 1.59), t(77) = 2.35, £ < .05. Females also obtained 

greater DMI Turning Against Self defense scores (M = 39.92) 
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than males (M = 34.15). Female EFT scores (M = 758.75) were 

higher than males' scores (M = 553.18), t(85) = 2.63, £ < .01. 

No significant sex differences were noted in the Navon 

non-criterion group (N = 40) when t tests for all variables 

were conducted. 

For males and females in the Navon criterion group, it 

was noted on the Navon task that both Navon globally different 

and analytically different scores frequently were correlated 

to the various personality measures but in the same direction. 

This is illustrated in Table 6. From a review of the litera-

ture, it would be expected that the globally different scores 

would correlate positively with right hemisphere personality 

variables, for example, MC-SDS, whereas analytically different 

scores would correlate positively with left hemisphere 

personality variables, for example, DMI Turning Against Object. 

Table 6 demonstrates that both globally different and analyti-

cally different scores were frequently positively (often 

significantly) related to left hemisphere personality variables, 

Globally different and analytically different scores were 

negatively and often significantly related to right hemisphere 

personality measures. Navon "same" responses were frequently 

positively (often significantly) related to right hemisphere 

personality variables. Correlations of Navon scores with STM 

measures indicated that analytically different scores were 

positively and significantly related to Forward Digits Span 
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for females. Analytically different scores approached a 

significant correlation to Forward Spatial Span for males. 

It will be noted that a subject could say "different" 

for several reasons. He might respond because he detected a 

difference or because he had a response bias, in cases of 

uncertainty, toward saying "different." These possibilities 

in a "same-different" task of this nature indicated that a 

signal detection analysis of data could clarify whether 

detection of the stimulus (signal) or a response bias were 

responsible for the consistent correlations in Table 6. 

Two signal detection measures (Beta, d') were constructed 

from the criterion Navon group's responses to the Navon task. 

Beta was a measure of response bias; that is, high Beta scores 

indicated conservatism in saying "different" to the Navon 

globally different or analytically different stimuli. The d1 

measure was a measure of ability to detect the differences; 

that is, high d' scores indicated increased detection of the 

Navon stimuli which are "different." Beta and d' were 

constructed separately for analytically different and globally 

different items. Thus, analytic d', analytic Beta, global d', 

and global Beta measures were derived. 

Previous factor analyses (table 2) indicate that many of 

the personality variables loaded heavily on the trait anxiety 

factor. This implied that many of the personality variables 

may also be measures of anxiety as well as measures of a 

particular coping style, etc. Therefore, factor analyses 
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of the personality and forward STM variables were performed 

on the total sample, to produce factors representing trait 

anxiety, defensive coping style, and forward STM. See 

Appendix B, Table 23 for a sample factor structure produced 

by this analysis. Typically, trait anxiety, defensive coping 

style, verbal-auditory, and visual-spatial STM factors were 

produced by the analyses. 

The trait anxiety, defensive coping style, verbal-

auditory and visual-spatial STM factors, as well as the LQFOR 

factor (see Table 2), were correlated with the four signal 

detection measures, derived for the criterion Navon group 

subjects. Correlations were conducted separately for males 

and females. 

Table 7 reveals that for males, the defensive coping 

style factor scores significantly and positively correlated 

with analytic d' and global Beta. Global Beta tended to 

relate negatively to trait anxiety. The visual-spatial STM 

factor was significantly and negatively related to global 

Beta. No signal detection measures were significantly corre-

lated with the verbal-auditory STM factor for males. Appendix 

B, Table 24 displays similar factor loadings for the trait 

anxiety and defensive coping style factors, while the LQFOR 

factor significantly and negatively correlated with global d». 

For females (see Table 8), the trait anxiety factor was 

significantly and negatively correlated with global Beta. The 
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Table 7 

Correlations Between Navon Global/Analytical d', Beta 
and Varimax Factor Scores with STM Measures (Males) 

Factor 
Signal 
Detection 
Measures 

Trait Defensive 
Anxiety Coping Style 

Verbal-
Auditory 

STM 

Visual-
Spatial 
STM 

r r r r 

Analytical d' -.1086 .2738* -.0016 .2303 

Analytical Beta -.1238 .2486 .0590 -.1216 

Global d' .0839 -.0450 .0098 -.2755* 

Global Beta -.2480 .3770** .0220 .0535 

N = 39. 

*p < .05, **p < .01. 

Table 8 

Correlations Between Navon Global/Analytical d', Beta 
and Varimax Factors Scores with STM Measures (Females) 

Signal 
Detection 
Measures 

Trait 
Anxiety 

r 

Factor 
Defensive Verbal-
Coping Style Auditory 

STM 

r r 

Visual-
Spatial 
STM 

r 

Analytical d' -.0812 -.0608 .4384** .0455 

Analytical Beta -.0621 .0123 -.1415 .1158 

Global d* .0601 -.0515 -.0569 .0253 

Global Beta -.2559* .0851 .0127 -.0151 

N = 48. 

*£ < .05, **£ < .01. 
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verbal-auditory STM factor was significantly and positively 

correlated with analytic d'. No signal detection measures 

were correlated with defensive coping style factors for 

females. Appendix B, Table 25 displays similar factor 

loadings for trait anxiety, and the LQFOR factor was signifi-

cantly and negatively correlated with analytic d'. 

Table 9 presents intercorrelations of the four signal 

detection measures. For females, it was noted that analytic 

d' was significantly and positively related to analytic Beta 

and global Beta. Thus, increased ability to detect the 

analytic stimulus was related to conservativism in saying 

"different" to either the analytically different or globally 

different stimuli. Global d' was significantly and positively 

related to analytic Beta and significantly and negatively 

related to global Beta. Thus, females evidencing increased 

ability to detect the global stimulus significantly tended 

to be conservative in saying "different" to the analytic 

stimuli and were liberal in saying "different" to the global 

stimuli. Analytic Beta was significantly and positively 

related to global Beta. Thus, females who were conservative 

in saying "different" to the analytically different stimulus 

were also conservative in saying "different" to the global 

stimulus. 

For males in Table 9, a somewhat different interrelation-

ship of signal detection measures emerged. Analytic d' was 

significantly and positively related to global Beta and 
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Table 9 

Intercorrelations of Navon Signal Detection 
Measures for Criterion Group 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

(1) Analytical d1 .3060* -.0872 .6255** 

(2) Analytical Beta .0866 .4426** .6088** 

(3) Global d' -.2941* .5911** -.2904* 

(4) Global Beta .4131** .8454** .1570" 

Note. Correlations above the diagonal line are for females; 

those below the diagonal line are for males. 

N (females) = 48. 

N (males) = 39. 

*£ < .05, **£ < .01. 

negatively related to global d'. Thus, increased ability of 

males to detect the anlytic stimulus was positively related 

to conservativism in saying "different" to the global 

stimulus and was negatively related to detection of the 

global stimulus. Analytic Beta was significantly and posi-

tively related to global d' and global Beta. Conservativism 

in saying "different" to the analytic stimulus was related 

to increased ability to detect the global stimulus and to a 

conservativism in saying "different" to the globally different 

stimuli. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Discussion 

The hypothesis predicting emergence of a hemispheric 

balance factor is not confirmed. Instead, the variables 

hypothesized to load on the hemispheric balance factor split 

their loadings onto a defensive coping style factor and a 

factor tentatively labeled relative (visual-spatial versus 

verbal-auditory) STM. 

The hypothesis predicting emergence of a trait anxiety 

factor is confirmed. However, several variables (DMI Reversal, 

Navon analytic) do not load on the factor as predicted. In 

addition, Navon globally different loads in the opposite 

direction from that hypothesized. The loading of the state 

anxiety variable on the factor indicates that the factor 

reflects situational arousal as well as trait anxiety. 

The hypothesis predicting emergence of a STM factor is 

not confirmed. Instead, the STM variables split loading on 

to separate visual-spatial STM and verbal-auditory STM factors 

rather than loading on one common STM factor. 

Various possibilities arise as to why the present study 

failed to produce hypothesized results. Kennelly and Wilcox 

(19 85) found a hemispheric balance factor and a single STM 

factor, factors not obtained in the present study. This 

study differs from that of Kennelly and Wilcox in several 
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significant ways. The proportion of males in the present 

sample is a good bit larger than that in the Kennelly and 

Wilcox sample. Although it is not clear how this differen-

tially affected the results of the two studies, or even if 

it did, the possibility that it did must be entertained. 

Sex differences in performance on task variables are encoun-

tered in the present study. A partial source of the sex 

differences would appear to be differences between males and 

females on measures of hemispheric lateralization. 

In the total present sample group, right eye dominance 

seems to have differential effects according to a person's 

sex. Field-independent females tend to demonstrate improved 

visual-spatial STM. The females' tendency for right eye 

dominant subjects to be more field-independent is consistent 

with the results of Dawson (19 77), who noted similar effects 

for eye dominance. 

For males, degree of right-handedness is related to right 

eye dominance. This is a consistent picture of lateralization 

of several functions and the more lateralized males exhibit 

a nonsignificant tendency to demonstrate a balance in favor 

of visual-spatial STM (versus verbal-auditory STM). Males, 

in the present study, generally were more field-independent 

than females, which is consistent with the literature (Witken 

et al., 19 71). The more limited variability in field indepen-

dence for males may have limited the interaction of laterali-

zation measures with field independence for males. 
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Thus, females show more variability on the embedded 

figures measure, but only eye dominance and not handedness 

is related to field independence for females. With males, 

handedness and eye dominance are related to each other, and 

both are nonsignificantly related to field independence in 

the expected direction. Thus, in this sample, females are 

lateralized, but in a way different from the manner in which 

males are lateralized. Males are lateralized in the way in 

which lateralization is traditionally depicted. Future 

research utilizing the handedness measure and STM measures 

might confine itself to male subjects. 

The Navon non-criterion group appears to be more field-

independent than the Navon criterion group, with the increased 

field independence in the non-criterion group confined 

primarily to females. Thus criterion group males are more 

field—independent than females are. However, non—criterion 

group males and females do not differ on field independence. 

Sex differences, which substantially change results from 

sample to sample, are commonly encountered in studies involving 

hemispheric laterality (see Gur & Gur, 1975; Thompson, 

Greenberg, & Fisher, 1982). 

A procedural difference between Kennelly and Wilcox 

(19 85) and the present study exists with regard to the Navon 

task. Kennelly and Wilcox (1985), as well as Tyler and 

Tucker (1982), utilized a tachistoscope for the Navon task. 
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Kennelly and Wilcox projected stimuli to subjects which 

subtended a global visual angle of six degrees, an analytic 

visual angle of two degrees, and at a distance of 2.6 feet. 

Tyler and Tucker do not state the visual angle subtended by 

their stimuli, but the stimuli were presented at a distance 

of 1.4 feet. The present research utilized a cathode ray 

tube for stimulus presentation. Both the Navon global and 

analytic stimuli were presented subtending visual angles of 

less than one degree respectively and at a distance of 15 

feet. These values were arrived at pragmatically during 

pilot data collection, in an attempt to make the task of 

moderate difficulty. While a global precedence effect was 

observed in all three studies, that is, the global items were 

more easily recognized than the analytic items, it is obvious 

that stimulus recognition was too easy in the present study 

despite the greater distance and the smaller angle subtended. 

A significant portion of the subjects, that is, those who 

were most field-independent, performed too well on the Navon 

task. Their performance exceeded the 70 to 80 percent 

criterion even at the briefest possible presentation times. 

In the present study, a white (blank) mask was used 

between presentations of each Navon trial probe and target 

stimuli. Kennelly and Wilcox (19 85) and Tyler and Tucker 

(19 82) utilized a mask with many randomly scattered squares 

covering the target area. This type mask probably makes the 
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Navon task more difficult than the white mask. Frequently, 

in lateralization research, hemispheric differences in 

processing emerge only when task difficulty is increased, 

for example, Moscovitch, Scullion, and Christie (1976). 

In addition, the cathode ray tube apparatus in the 

present study was unable to flash the Navon stimuli rapidly 

enough to meet the task criterion for one third of the 

subjects. Unless the future utilization of a mask with 

randomly placed designs is able to make the task difficult 

enough to include all subjects, future results, utilizing a 

CRT, may continue to be incomparable to results obtained 

with a tachistoscope. Also the phosphers projecting the 

Navon stimuli on the CRT screen may have been fading slowly, 

to such a degree that the reported 10 msec, 20 msec, etc., 

presentation times for the stimuli may have been significantly 

longer. 

From this discussion, it can be surmised that the Navon 

stimuli in the present study are not perceived in the same 

way as the Navon stimuli referenced to in Kennelly and Wilcox 

(1985) and Tyler and Tucker (1982). For this reason the use 

of the terms Navon analytic and Navon global in the present 

study is nominal rather than descriptive in nature. Navon 

analytic and global describe different stimulus items, but 

Navon analytic and global do not infer analytical or global 

perceptual processing in the present study. 
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The relative STM measure (LQFOR) and the verbal-auditory 

and visual-spatial STM measures do not appear to be consistent 

measures of hemispheric arousal, but rather only STM. This 

possibly explains the general lack of meaningful loadings of 

variables on the relative STM factor. The failure of the 

handedness variable to load on this relative STM factor 

suggests failure of a hemispheric arousal effect to be 

reflected by this factor. The Navon criterion sample's 

loading of repression-sensitization and MC-SDS denial on the 

relative STM factor suggests that at least some defensive 

coping style measures are related to STM in a predictable 

fashion in some populations. Thus, sensitization would be 

expected to be associated with relative skill in verbal-

auditory STM, a STM associated with the left hemisphere 

(Direnzi & Nichelli, 1975). Woods (1977), as in the present 

study, was unable to find any relation of R-S to right hemis-

phere arousal. Visual-spatial STM, being related to right 

hemisphere functioning (Kennelly & Wilcox, 19 85), might be 

expected to be relatively developed in persons utilizing 

repression or denial, as in the present study. 

The relative STM measure appears to not be a measure of 

hemispheric arousal as hemispheric arousal is conceived by 

Gur and Reivich (1980). For example, the present study's 

relative STM factor was not loaded by the Edinburgh laterality 

quotient. Thus, there was no physiological indicator of 

arousal. However, the relative STM measure may have indicated 
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hemispheric arousal in the more limited context of hemispheric 

arousal utilized by Levy et al. (1983). Levy et al. considered 

asymmetry in VHF performance on lateralized tasks to be 

indicative of hemispheric arousal. Levy et al. did not 

utilize any additional arousal measures such as EEG or LEMs. 

In the present study, the relative efficiency of visual-

spatial and verbal-auditory STM might similarly be conceived 

to be indicative of hemispheric arousal. As previously noted, 

the R-S Scale and MC-SDS Denial Scale did load on the relative 

STM factor for the Navon criterion group. However, the rest 

of the present discussion will utilize the Gur and Reivich 

(19 80) hemispheric arousal conception. 

The defensive coping style factor does not appear to 

reflect lateralization, yet it is consistent in the fashion 

in which the personality variables load on it. That is, 

personality variables generally associated with the right 

hemisphere usually load to one pole of the factor, while left 

hemisphere variables load to the other pole. This suggests 

that the failure of lateralization to appear within this 

factor lies in the failure of the STM measures to reflect 

hemispheric differences. 

The defensive coping style factor resembles factors 

produced in other studies of defensive coping style. Juni 

(1982), citing a factor analysis of the DMI, constructed a 

composite measure of the DMI labeled "response to frustration," 

with one pole labeled "turning attention inward" and the other 
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pole labeled "turning attention outward." DMI Reversal and 

DMI Principalization are at the "inward" end of the continuum, 

and DMI Projection and DMI Turning Against Object at the 

"outward" pole. Also, in the present study, social desir-

ability could describe the defensive coping style factor, 

with its loadings of repression, denial, and DMI Reversal to 

one pole, and DMI Projection and DMI Turning Against Object 

to the other pole. DMI Reversal (or repression and denial) 

are more socially acceptable defensive coping styles than 

DMI Projection or DMI Turning Against Object (Dudley, 19 78). 

The Navon task results are interpretable despite the 

failure to achieve results similar to those of Tyler and 

Tucker (1982) and Kennelly and Wilcox (1985). In the present 

research, both analytically different and globally different 

responses appear negatively related (often significantly) to 

personality variables associated with right hemispheric 

functioning, and positively related to personality variables 

associated with left hemispheric functioning (Table 6). 

Magnani, Mazzucchi, and Parma (19 84) have noted that when 

vertical pairs of complex geometric designs are tachisto-

scopically presented to the left or right visual hemifield, 

"same" responses are processed more efficiently by the right 

hemisphere (left VHF). "Different" responses are processed 

more efficiently by the left hemisphere (right VHF). Reaction 

time and errors in recognizing same/different were measured by 

Magnani et al. No sex differences were noted in responses. 
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Magnani et al.'s "same" stimuli were identical. 

"Different" pairs differed but the shape and orientation were 

similar. These "different" pairs would be similar to the 

analytic different stimuli in the present study. 

An explanation of the fact that, in the present study, 

the ability to perceive both global and analytical differences 

is positively related to left hemisphere personality dimensions 

and negatively related to right hemisphere dimensions is 

available. The small visual angle subtended by the Navon 

stimuli of the present study suggests that the Navon different 

stimuli (both analytic and global) may measure analytic 

processing. Thus, both stimuli would be expected to correlate 

in the same direction in regard to lateralized personality 

measures. If this be the case, "same" responses would have 

to relate in the opposite direction due to the requirement 

that 20 to 30 percent of the Navon tasks be failed. That is, 

if more "different" stimuli are missed, fewer "same" responses 

must necessarily be missed. 

Utilization of signal detection measures, in the present 

study, provides a means of separating subjects' "different" 

responses to Navon stimuli into stimulus detection (d') and 

response bias (Beta) components. 

Concerning response bias, a general finding in the 

present study is that global Beta relates to trait anxiety. 

Specifically, global Beta (conservativism in saying different 

to the global stimulus) is significantly and negatively 
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related for females to trait anxiety. The same negative 

relationship approaches a significant level for males. Trait 

anxiety is characterized by Tucker (19 81) as a left hemisphere 

dimension. 

Furthermore, although response bias measures are not 

related to the defensive coping factor for females, global 

Beta did relate to this factor for males. For males, global 

Beta correlated positively and significantly with the defen-

sive coping factor and analytic Beta approached significance 

for this relationship. That is, liberalness in saying 

different for either type of stimulus was associated with 

defensive coping styles generally attributed to left hemis-

phere functioning. 

Trait anxiety measures (as opposed to state anxiety) 

record an individual's general level of anxiety; that is, his 

tendency to respond typically or to respond regardless of 

stimuli. DMI defensive coping style measures subjects' 

choices as to how they would most likely react in various 

situations. 

Tucker and Williamson (19 84) make a distinction between 

activation and arousal in the hemispheres. They describe 

activation as a left hemisphere state of readiness. This 

readiness is differentiated from arousal which they surmise 

to be related to the right hemisphere. This activation or 

readiness in the left hemisphere might be similar to a bias 

to respond in a particular way (as in the global Beta measure 
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of the present study). That is, response biases are measures 

of a tendency to behave in a certain way despite the fact 

that the stimulus has not yet appeared (or regardless of 

which stimulus has appeared). 

Detection (d' in the present study) is characterized by 

Tucker and Williamson as a function of arousal. In the 

present study, a consistent pattern of d' measures related 

to right hemisphere arousal is not obtained. Rather, the d' 

measures are variously related to right and left hemisphere 

STM or personality measures. For example, males' detection 

of the analytical stimulus (d1) appears to be significantly 

related to coping styles generally attributed to the right 

hemisphere whereas females' detection of the analytic stimulus 

is related to verbal-auditory memory, a left hemisphere 

mechanism. 

The signal detection measures themselves demonstrate 

some interrelationships. For both males and females, a 

conservativism in saying different to the analytically 

different items is significantly and positively related to 

a conservativism in saying different to the global stimulus 

items. However, since both the global and analytic Beta 

measures depend upon the same false alarm data for an indivi-

dual, we would expect positive significant correlations of 

the global and analytic Beta measures. The different "hit" 

data in the Beta measures precludes perfect positive correla-

tions of the Beta measures. In addition, for males the two 
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d1 measures are significantly and negatively related. For 

females, the d' measures are not related, and detection of 

the global Stimulus (d1) is not related to any of the factors. 

A very tentative explanation might be that detection of the 

two types of Navon stimuli in males is lateralized to some 

degree, but not so for females. 

Since the d* measures are based upon the same false 

alarm data for a subject, we would expect positive correlations 

between these measures. However, in the present research, 

global and analytic d' are negatively significantly related 

for males, and not related for females. This suggests that 

the two d' measures are measuring really different things. 

Research into the possibility of characterizing response 

bias measures as measures of activation or readiness to respond 

and the detection measures as measures of arousal presents a 

possible direction for research. 

The present research demonstrates that differential STM 

measures may relate to memory processing of the cerebral 

hemispheres but are not, in themselves, consistent measures 

of differential hemispheric arousal. Sex differences may 

play a complex role in lateralization and the relationship 

of various lateralization measures to personality, STM measures, 

and visual perception measures. Individual differences have 

been found to play a substantial role in a person's tendency 

to detect and process stimuli by means of hemispherically 

lateralized processes. 
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Task variables in hemispheric lateralization studies, 

such as tachistoscopic mask and visual angle of stimulus 

presentation, change the nature of a task in ways which.still 

may measure hemispheric differences. The hemispheric 

differences reflected may change as a function of the visual 

angle subtended by the stimuli and/or the nature of the mask 

used. 

Signal detection measures may serve to differentiate 

activation and arousal effects in visual perception. Response 

bias measures may reflect response activation effects, while 

detection measures may reflect arousal effects. 

The present research offers several directions and 

cautions for future research. Controls for sex, handedness, 

and eye dominance seem indicated in studies of this type. 

Signal detection measures, where applicable, seem preferable 

in research of this type. Future research with the Navon 

task might include tachistoscopic presentation of stimuli to 

the different visual hemifields rather than the present 

research's centrally located visual stimuli. The lateralized 

presentation would better determine the hemispheric location 

of Navon response biases (activation) and detection of Navon 

stimulus differences (possibly arousal). 
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Appendix A 

Dear Research Participant; 

Thank you again for your participation in the research 
study. This research was conducted to determine if various 
short term memory and perceptual measures were related to 
personality variables, and arousal of the left and right 
hemispheres of the brain. 

Here are some of the findings in this study. Keep in 
mind that these findings were in this study and would need 
to be replicated before the results could be stated with 
any certainty. 

Short term memory (repeating digits and pointing at 
checkers) was not related to personality measures under most 
statistical conditions, and didn't seem to indicate arousal of 
the right or left hemispheres. Persons who did well on visual-
spatial short term memory (pointing at checkers), tended to do 
well at finding designs hidden within other designs (the 12 
cards on the Embedded Figures Test). 

Trait anxiety (measured by questionnaire) was lowest for 
persons who tended to use coping styles of repression and denial 
(measured by questionnaire). Persons who used coping styles 
(measured by questionnaire) of repression and denial tended to 
not use coping styles of projection or "turning against object," 
that is, acting aggressively towards a person. 

On the television screen task, persons who tended to say 
"different" when two designs were flashed on the screen, scored 
higher on the anxiety questionnaire, than other subjects did. 
Males who tended to say "same" to the pairs of designs on the 
television screen, tended to answer personality questionnaires, 
with responses indicating the use of repression and denial 
coping styles. Males who were accurate at detecting overall 
differences in the shape of designs tended to perform less 
well on the visual-spatial short term memory task. 

Females who were accurate at detecting small differences 
within the pairs of designs on the television, tended to do well 
on verbal-auditory short term memory tasks (remembering digits). 

What these results imply is that ability on cognitive tasks 
such as short term memory tasks and perceptual tasks seems to be 
related. The perceptual tasks can also be related to person-
ality questionnaire responses. Also, the measures vary in their 
relationships according to whether a person is a male or female. 

Thank You, 
Gary Wilcox 
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Appendix B 

Additional Statistical and Descriptive Tables 
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Table ID 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Projection and STM Tasks 

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2° Factor 3 Factor 4 
Trait Defensive Visual- Verbal-
Anxiety Coping Style Spatial Auditory 

STM STM 

Forward Digits -.038 .011 .080 .746 

Forward Spatial -.093 .026 .594 .169 

Backward Digits .045 - .137 .196 .723 

Backward Spatial .034 - .073 .765 .105 

Trait Anxiety .820 - .276 -.020 -.018 

Edinburgh Laterality 
Quotient .072 - .100 .131 -.085 

Repression-
Sensitization .667 .248 -.095 .154 

Marlowe-Crowne 
Attribution -.131 .670 -.151 -.092 

Marlowe-Crowne 
Denial -.328 .670 .077 -.159 

State Anxiety .521 .159 -.027 -.114 

DMI Projection -.072 .426 .135 -.045 

Embedded Figures 
Test Correct -.101 •.153 .403 .051 

a 
Eigenvalue = 2.55, accounted for 21.3% of common variance. 

ID 
Eigenvalue = 2.14, accounted for 17.9% of common variance. 

Q 
Eigenvalue = 1.37, accounted for 11.4% of common variance. 

Eigenvalue = 1.25, accounted for 10.4% of common variance. 

N = 127. 
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Table 11 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Reversal and STM Tasks 

Variable Factor la 

Defensive 
Coping Style 

Factor 2b 

Trait 
Anxiety 

Factor 3C 

Visual-
Spatial 

STM 

Factor 4 
Verbal-

Auditory 
STM 

Forward Digits -.014 -.053 .066 .767 

Forward Spatial .055 -.083 .615 .181 

Backward Digits -.187 .014 .195 .694 

Backward Spatial -.054 .017 .719 .122 

Trait Anxiety -.311 .840 -.006 -.015 

Edinburgh Laterality 
Quotient -.073 .089 .145 -.075 

Repression-
Sensitization -.257 .678 -.097 .174 

Marlowe-Crowne 
Attribution .852 -.020 -.160 -.041 

Marlowe-Crowne 
Denial .611 -.289 .059 -.143 

State Anxiety .016 .441 -.024 -.126 

DMI Reversal .563 -.278 -.258 -.060 

Embedded Figures 
Test Correct -.163 -.119 .417 .040 

d 

Eigenvalue = 2.92, accounted 

Eigenvalue = 2.13, accounted 

1.34, accounted 

1.13, accounted 

'Eigenvalue 

Eigenvalue 

N = 127. 

for 24.3% of common variance, 

for 17.7% of common variance, 

for 11.2% of common variance, 

for 9.4% of common variance. 



Table 12 

Means, Standard Deviations, High and Low 
Values of Variables for Total Sample Group 
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Variable Means SD High 
Values 

Low 
Values 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient 77.110 16 .875 100 25 

Age 21.927 4 .971 46 17 

Family Sinistrality 1.690 .465 2 1 

Trait Anxiety 40.189 9 .212 69 21 

Repression-sensitization 15.252 3 .667 24 6 

Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability 13.283 5 .505 31 3 

MC-SDS Attribution 8.339 3 .235 16 0 

MC-SDS Denial 4.945 3 .058 15 0 

Turning Against Object 40.016 8 .822 60 18 

Projection 39.118 5 .830 54 26 

Principalization 45.370 6 .671 61 26 

Turning Against Self 37.150 7 .477 52 18 

Reversal 38.307 7 .652 59 20 

Eye Dominance 1.717 .942 3 1 

Eye Dominance - Tube 1.677 .933 3 1 

Caffeine 1.740 2 .492 9 0 

Navon Duration 25.748 17 .481 100 10 

Embedded Figures Test 602.512 328 .839 1770 114 

Forward Digits Span 11.465 2 .465 16 6 

Forward Spatial Span 8.583 1 .654 13 4 



Variable Means SD High 
Values 
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Low 
Values 

State Anxiety 44.032 10 .742 70 20 

Backward Digits Span 7.378 2 .353 14 3 

Backward Spatial Span 8.189 1 .495 12 4 

Hand Position 
I—1

 

l—I • 
I—1

 .339 3 1 

Navon Analytically Different 10.882 2 .883 16 4 

Navon Globally Different 13.835 1 .901 16 7 

Navon Same 26.575 3 .951 32 16 

Hours Since Caffeine 5.291 3 .733 9 0 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct 10.630 1 .694 12 3 

Analytic d' 1.699 .845 4. 66 .475 

Analytic Beta 2.314 2 .751 15. 110 .066 

Global d' 2.419 .851 4. 660 1.042 

Global Beta 1.520 2 .221 12. 040 .067 

LQFOR -13.853 13 .346 20. 000 -52.941 

LQBW 6.607 16 .659 46. 667 -38.462 

N = 127 
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Table 13 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Projection and Forward Laterality Quotient 

Variable Factor la Factor 2 Factor 3C 

Trait Defensive Relative 
Anxiety Coping Style STM 

Forward Laterality Quotient -.057 .014 .910 

Trait Anxiety .847 -.212 .089 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient .068 -.118 .131 

Repression-Sensitization .693 -.208 -.161 

Marlowe-Crowne Attribution -.155 .697 .006 

Marlowe-Crowne Denial -.384 .627 .130 

State Anxiety .491 .185 .070 

DMI Projection -.051 -.439 .084 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct -.135 -.227 .137 

cl 
Eigenvalue = 2.45, accounted for 27. 2% of common variance. 

ID 
Eigenvalue = 1.53, accounted for 17. 0% of common variance. 

°Eigenvalue = 1.20, accounted for 13. 3% of common variance. 

N = 127. 
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Table 14 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables Including 
DMI Turning Against Object and Forward Laterality Quotient 

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 
Defensive Trait 

Coping Style Anxiety 

! Factor 3C 

Relative 
STM 

Forward Laterality Quotient .079 -.086 .944 

Trait Anxiety -.328 .823 .140 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient -.043 .068 .119 

Repression-sensitization -.307 .680 -.118 

Marlowe-Crowne Attribution .815 .002 -.049 

Marlowe-Crowne Denial .652 -.285 .070 

State Anxiety .054 .447 .082 

DMI Turning Against Object -.597 .126 .083 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct -.184 -.174 .136 

Eigenvalue = 2.69, accounted for 29.9% of common variance. 
•»_ 

Eigenvalue = 1.43, accounted for 15.9% of common variance. 

cEigenvalue = 1.21, accounted for 13.4% of common variance. 

N = 127. 
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Table 15 

Means, Standard Deviations, High Values, and Low 
Values of Variables for the Criterion Navon Groups 

Variable Means SD High 
Values 

Low 
Values 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient 76.575 17.656 100 25 

Age 21.988 4.661 42 17 

Family Sinistrality 1.722 .451 2 1 

Trait Anxiety 39.747 8.844 69 22 

Repression-sensitization 15.069 3.890 24 6 

Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability 13.310 5.739 31 3 

MC-SDS Attribution 8.333 3.308 16 0 

MC-SDS Denial 4.977 3.217 15 0 

Turning Against Object 39.264 8.706 60 18 

Projection 39.264 5.941 54 26 

Principalization 45.747 7.156 61 26 

Turning Against Self 37.333 7.817 50 18 

Reversal 38.425 7.726 59 20 

Eye Dominance 1.644 .927 3 1 

Eye Dominance-Tube 1.701 .954 3 1 

Caffeine 1.632 2.412 9 0 

Navon Duration 31.034 17.323 100 10 

Embedded Figures Test 666.598 350.110 1770 114 

Forward Digits Span 11.483 2.454 16 7 

Forward Spatial Span 8.402 1.681 13 5 
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Variable Means SD High Low 
Values Values 

State Anxiety 43. 954 10 .638 67 20 

Backward Digits Span 7. 276 2 .341 13 3 

Backward Spatial Span 8. 069 1 .437 11 4 

Hand Position 1 . 115 .355 3 1 

Navon Analytically Different 10. 103 2 .642 16 4 

Navon Globally Different 13. 414 1 .950 16 7 

Navon Same 25. 322 3 .805 31 16 

Hours Since Caffeine 5. 609 3 .718 9 0 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct 10. 356 1 .861 12 3 

Analytic d' 1 . 293 .437 2. 570 • 475 

Analytic Beta 1 . 665 1 .140 5. 750 • 066 

Global d' 2. 040 .619 3. 480 1 . 042 

Global Beta 1 . 094 .891 3. 880 • 067 

LQFOR -15. 048 12 .853 17. 647 •
 

o
 1 000 

LQBW 6. 614 16 .405 45. 455 •
 

00 
C
O
 462 

N = 87 
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Table 16 

Means, Standard Deviations, High and Low 
Values of Variables for the Non-criterion Navon Group 

Variable Means SD High 
Values 

Low 
Values 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient 78.275 15.184 100 50 

Age 21.795 5.644 46 18 

Family Sinistrality 1.622 .492 2 1 

Trait Anxiety 41.150 10.017 63 21 

Repression-sensitization 15.650 3.134 22 10 

Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability 13.225 5.026 27 3 

MC-SDS Attribution 8.350 3.110 16 3 

MC-SDS Denial 4.875 2.719 11 0 

Turning Against Object 41.650 8.960 56 21 

Projection 38.800 5.644 50 28 

Principalization 44.550 5.463 56 34 

Turning Against Self 36.750 6.755 52 24 

Reversal 38.050 7.578 53 24 

Eye Dominance 1.875 .966 3 1 

Eye Dominance-Tube 1.625 .897 3 1 

Caffeine 1.975 2.675 9 0 

Navon Duration 14.250 11.297 70 10 

Embedded Figures Test 463.125 223.544 1170 120 

Forward Digits Span 11.425 2.521 15 6 

Forward Spatial Span 8.975 1.544 12 4 
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Variable Means SD High Low 
Values Values 

State Anxiety 44. 205 11 .110 70 22 

Backward Digits Span 7. 600 2 .394 14 4 

Backward Spatial Span 8. 450 1 .600 12 6 

Hand Position 1. 100 .304 2 1 

Navon Analytically Different 12. 575 2 .678 16 7 

Navon Globally Different 14. 750 1 .428 16 12 

Navon Same 29. 300 2 .719 32 22 

Hours Since Caffeine 4. 600 3 .720 9 0 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct 11. 225 1 .050 12 7 

Analytic d' 2. 583 .847 4. 660 • 933 

Analytic Beta 3. 725 4 .314 15. 110 • 075 

Global d' 3. 243 .690 4. 660 1. 450 

Global Beta 2. 447 3 .592 12. 040 • 075 

LQFOR •11. 253 14 .180 20. 000 -52. 941 

LQBW 6. 592 17 .411 46. 667 -29. 412 

N = 40 
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Table 17 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Turning Against Object, Navon Analytically 

Different and Navon Globally Different Tasks 

a K rt 
Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

Trait Defensive Relative 
Anxiety Coping Style STM 

Trait Anxiety .860 -.005 -.083 

Navon Analytically Different .111 -.028 -.029 

Marlowe-Crowne Attribution -.314 .884 .124 

Marlowe-Crowne Denial -.566 .370 .326 

Navon Globally Different .390 -.026 -.012 

Repression-Sensitization .711 .021 -.334 

DMI Turning Against Object .547 -.432 .008 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct -.094 -.198 .124 

Forward Laterality Quotient -.089 -.021 .696 

Eigenvalue = 3.09, accounted for 34. ,3% of common variance. 

Eigenvalue = 1.25, accounted for 13. ,9% of common variance. 

c 
Eigenvalue = 1.11, accounted for 12. .4% of common variance. 

N = 87. 
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Table 18 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables Including 
DMI Reversal, Navon Analytically Different, 

and Globally Different Tasks 

Variable Factor 1 
Trait 

Anxiety 

"i_ 
Factor 2 
Defensive 

Coping Style 

Q 
Factor 3 
Relative 

STM 

Trait Anxiety .686 -.062 -.398 

Navon Analytically Different .006 -.013 -.151 

Marlowe-Crowne Attribution -.156 .717 .362 

Marlowe-Crowne Denial -.333 .336 .672 

Navon Globally Different .494 -.084 .024 

Repression-Sensitization .652 .021 -.470 

DMI Reversal -.551 .675 .109 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct -.053 -.309 .168 

Forward Laterality Quotient -.104 -.074 .364 

£ 
Eigenvalue = 3.13, accounted for 34.8% of common variance. 

ID 
Eigenvalue = 1.31, accounted for 14.6% of common variance. 

Eigenvalue = 1.12, accounted for 12.4% of common variance. 

N = 87. 
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Table 19 

Means, Standard Deviations, High and Low Values 
of Variables for Females in the Criterion Navon Group 

Variable Means SD High 
Value 

Low 
Value 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient 76.208 17.891 100 25 

Age 22.064 4.798 42 17 

Family Sinistrality 1.822 .387 2 1 

Trait Anxiety 40.437 9.060 69 22 

Repression-sensitization 14.958 3.494 22 7 

Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability 13.146 5.423 31 3 

MC-SDS Attribution 8.167 3.062 16 0 

MC-SDS Denial 4.979 3.159 15 0 

Turning Against Object 38.250 7.961 56 18 

Projection 38.333 6.015 53 26 

Principalization 45.958 7.190 60 26 

Turning Against Self 39.917 6.854 50 19 

Reversal 37.583 7.626 59 20 

Eye Dominance 1.562 .897 3 1 

Eye Dominance - Tube 1.583 .919 3 1 

Caffeine 1.479 1.968 8 0 

Navon Duration 31.250 15.659 70 10 

Embedded Figures Test 758.750 320.531 1770 254 

Forward Digits Span 11.687 2.468 16 7 
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Variable Means SD High Low 
Value Value 

Forward Spatial Span 8. .271 1, .771 12 5 

State Anxiety 45, .333 11. .151 66 20 

Backward Digits Span 7. .333 2. .391 13 4 

Backward Spatial Span 8. .000 1. .473 11 4 

Hand Position 1. .146 4 .412 3 1 

Navon Analytically Different 9, .917 2. .305 15 6 

Navon Globally Different 13, .312 1, .926 16 9 

Navon Same 25, .896 3, .217 31 18 

Hours Since Caffeine 5, .229 3, .771 9 0 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct 10. .042 1, .924 12 3 

Analytic d' 1. .293 4 .439 2. ,570 « ,475 

Analytic Beta 1. .667 * .904 5. .750 « ,312 

Global d' 2. .069 * .614 3. ,480 1. ,125 

Global Beta 1. .077 < .758 2. ,880 « ,067 

LQFOR -16. .812 13. .600 17. ,647 • -40. ,00 

LQBW 5. .819 17. .555 38. .462--38. ,462 

N = 48. 
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Table 20 

Means, Standard Deviations, High and Low Values 
of Variables for Females in the Non-Criterion Group 

Variable Means SD High 
Value 

Low 
Value 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient 80.211 15.069 100 58 

Age 22.211 6.338 46 18 

Family Sinistrality 1.667 .485 2 1 

Trait Anxiety 41.526 10.400 56 23 

Repression-sensitization 16.000 3.464 22 10 

Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability 13.526 5.037 22 3 

MC-SDS Attribution 8.526 3.405 14 3 

MC-SDS Denial 5.000 2.333 8 0 

Turning Against Object 39.579 8.977 53 21 

Projection 37.789 5.483 48 30 

Principalization 44.316 5.869 56 34 

Turning Against Self 38.526 6.810 52 27 

Reversal 39.474 8.051 53 29 

Eye Dominance 1.684 .946 3 1 

Eye Dominance - Tube 1.579 .902 3 1 

Caffeine 1.737 2.281 9 0 

Navon Duration 14.211 8.377 40 10 

Embedded Figures Test 471.316 187.522 864 131 

Forward Digits Span 11.053 2.656 14 6 

Forward Spatial Span 9.158 1.119 11 7 
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Variables Means SD High 
Value 

Low 
Value 

State Anxiety 46 .316 10 .802 64 25 

Backward Digits Span 7 .579 1 .953 12 4 

Backward Spatial Span 8 .526 1 .389 11 6 

Hand Position 1 .053 .229 2 1 

Navon Analytically Different 11 .947 2 .838 16 7 

Navon Globally Different 14 .632 1 .300 16 12 

Navon Same 29 .158 2 .930 32 22 

Hours Since Caffeine 5 .158 3 .701 9 0 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct 11 .158 .765 12 10 

Analytic d* 2 .417 .746 4. 660 1. 380 

Analytic Beta 4 .616 5 .225 15. 110 • 075 

Global d' 3 .139 .530 4. 200 2. 040 

Global Beta 3 .006 3 .704 10. 190 • 075 

LQFOR -8 .104 12 .732 20. 000 -23. 810 

LQBW 6 .703 13 .813 38. 462 -15. 789 

N = 19. 
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Table 21 

Means, Standard Deviations, High and Low Values 
of Variables for Males in the Criterion Navon Group 

Variable Means SD High Low 
Value Value 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient 77 .026 17 .585 100 40 

Age 21 .892 4 .545 41 18 

Family Sinistrality 1 .588 .500 2 1 

Trait Anxiety 38 .897 8 .611 57 23 

Repression-sensitization 15 .205 4 .372 24 6 

Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability 13 .513 6 .172 25 3 

MC-SDS Attribution 8 .538 3 .619 16 2 

MC-SDS Denial 4 .974 3 .328 13 0 

Turning Against Object 40 .513 9 .500 60 21 

Projection 40 .410 5 .716 54 30 

Principalization 45 .487 7 .200 61 33 

Turning Against Self 34 .154 7 .836 49 18 

Reversal 39 .462 7 .820 57 27 

Eye Dominance 1 .744 .966 3 1 

Eye Dominance - Tube 1 .846 .988 3 1 

Caffeine 1 .821 2 .883 9 0 

Navon Duration 30 .769 19 .383 100 10 

Embedded Figures Test 553 .179 355 .541 1427 114 

Forward Digits Span 11 .231 2 .444 16 7 

Forward Spatial Span 8 .564 1 .569 13 5 
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Variable Means SD High Low 
Value Value 

State Anxiety 42 .256 9 .845 67 28 

Backward Digits Span 7 .205 2 .308 13 3 

Backward Spatial Span 8 .154 1 .406 11 4 

Hand Position 1 .077 .270 2 1 

Navon Analytically Different 10 .333 3 .020 16 4 

Navon Globally Different 13 .538 1 .998 16 7 

Navon Same 24 .615 4 .363 31 16 

Hours Since Caffeine 6 .077 3 .645 9 0 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct 10 .744 1 .728 12 6 

Analytic d' 1 .293 .441 2. 470 • 518 

Analytic Beta 1 .663 1 .390 5. 460 • 066 

Global d' 2 .004 .631 3. 480 1. 042 

Global Beta 1 .115 1 .042 3. 880 • 075 

LQFOR -12 .877 11 .677 12. 500 -37. 500 

LQBW 7 .593 15 .038 45. 455 -27. 273 

N = 39. 
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Table 22 

Means, Standard Deviations, High and Low Values of Variables 
for Males in the Non-criterion Navon Group 

Variable Means SD High 
Value 

Low 
Value 

Edinburgh Laterality Quotient 76.524 15.442 100 50 

Age 21.400 5.030 38 18 

Family Sinistrality 1.579 .507 2 1 

Trait Anxiety 40.810 9.903 63 21 

Repression-sensitization 15.333 2.852 20 10 

Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability 12.952 5.123 27 6 

MC-SDS Attribution 8.190 2.892 16 4 

MC-SDS Denial 4.762 3.081 11 0 

Turning Against Object 43.524 8.733 56 26 

Projection 39.714 5.763 50 28 

Principalization 44.762 5.205 53 34 

Turning Against Self 35.143 6.444 44 24 

Reversal 36.762 7.070 50 24 

Eye Dominance 2.048 .973 3 1 

Eye Domonance - Tube 1.667 .913 3 1 

Caffeine 2.190 3.027 9 0 

Navon Duration 14.286 13.628 70 10 

Embedded Figures Test 455.714 256.274 1170 120 

Forward Digits Span 11.762 2.406 15 7 

Forward Spatial Span 8.810 1.861 12 4 



Variable Means SD High 
Value 
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LOW 
Value 

State Anxiety 42.400 11.298 70 22 

Backward Digits Span 7.619 2.783 14 4 

Backward Spatial Span 8.381 1.802 12 6 

Hand Position 1.143 .359 2 1 

Navon Analytically Different 13.143 2.455 16 9 

Navon Globally Different 14.857 1.558 16 12 

Navon Same 29.429 2.580 32 22 

Hours Since Caffeine 4.095 3.754 9 0 

Embedded Figures Test-Correct 11.286 1.271 12 7 

Analytic d' 2.733 .920 4. 200 .933 

Analytic Beta 2.919 3.206 12. 040 .075 

Global d» 3.337 .810 4. 660 1.450 

Global Beta 1.941 3.500 12. 040 .075 

LWFOR -14.102 15.109 11. 111 -52.941 

LWBW 6.492 20.479 46. 667 -29.412 

N = 21. 
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Table 23 

Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Variables 
Including DMI Projection and Forward STM Measures 

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3° Factor 4C 

Trait Defensive Verbal- Visual-
Anxiety Coping Style Auditory Spatial 

STM STM 

Forward Digits -.030 -.028 .869 .088 

Forward Spatial -.097 .048 .145 .813 

Trait Anxiety .820 -.263 -.086 .002 

Edinburgh Laterality 
Quotient .080 -.085 -.025 .186 

Repression-
Sensitization .686 -.249 . 166 -.090 

Marlowe-Crowne 
Attribution -.126 .689 -.031 -.123 

Marlowe-Crown Denial -.350 .649 -.107 -.002 

State Anxiety .512 .168 -.087 -.002 

DMI Projection -.070 -.424 -.036 .127 

Embedded Figures 
Test-Correct -.126 -.173 .022 .272 

Eigenvalue - 2.44, accounted for 

Eigenvalue = 1.67, accounted for 

c 

Eigenvalue = 1.15, accounted for 

Eigenvalue = 1.06, accounted for 

N = 127. 

24.4% of common variance. 

16.7% of common variance. 

11.5% of common variance. 

10.6% of common variance. 
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Table 24 

Correlations Between Navon Global/Analytical d*. Beta 
and Varimax Factor Scores With LQFOR (Males) 

Defensive 
Coping Style 

Signal Detection Measures 

Factor 
Trait 

Anxiety 
LQFOR 

Relative STM 

Analytical d' .3443* -.0425 .1418 

Analytical Beta .2583 -.1346 -.2432 

Global d' -.0600 .0562 -.2682* 

Global Beta .3994** -.2371 -.0567 

N = 39 

*p < .05, **p < .01, 
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Table 25 

Correlations Between Navon G l o^^ ALOpjR 1 C;Fema3.4sr t a 

and Varimax Factor Scores with LQFOR (Females; 

Defensive 

Signal Detection Measure Coping Style 

Factor 

Trait LQFOR 
Anxiety Relative STM 

Analytical d' 

Analytical Beta 

Global d' 

Global Beta 

,0064 

.0695 

.0181 

.1601 

,0862 

,0692 

.0842 

.2671* 

-.3021* 

.0495 

.0601 

-.1564 

N = 48 

*£ < .05. 
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